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THE NEW ADDITION to Rockwell Library provides Kent State students with a modern downstairs lounge for studying and occasional breaks. Each Sunday afternoon a hi-fi fidelity concert of music, either classical or from Broadway musicals, is on the agenda.

A PROFESSOR listens intently as a young man poses a question concerning a statement presented in the lecture.

Faces seek knowledge

Faces of the University are both material and abstract, varying with individual interpretation. The reason for each face at Kent State is the students whose own faces reflect a primary objective—learning.

Knowledge is here, it can be passed on, and it will be passed on—if the student chooses. Modern college education asks the students not to accept blindly, rather to question and seek truth.

Will the student learn? This is his decision. The raw materials are present. If student desire and effort exist, then education results.

The classroom is only the beginning. Study, discussion, questioning, understanding follow. Then the ultimate goal—can the facts, figures, and theories be molded into a practical working situation? When the answer is "yes," the individual is ready to drop the formal role of student and become a practitioner.

But the educated individual won't cease learning. Probably the one major piece of knowledge he has acquired is how much he doesn't know.
AN ART STUDENT has examined the masterpieces, listened to advice, and now takes up his brush to create beauty.

LATE INTO the night the light remains on and eyes and mind explore material which is likely to appear on a future examination.

IN THE LEISURELY atmosphere of the Student union, assignments are studied and discussed to bring about greater comprehension.

A CLASS MOVES outside to learn the fundamentals of surveying. This course is an integral part of the pre-engineering program.

STUDENT TEACHING in a kindergarten class gives this prospective educator added experience and greater confidence.
AN AMBITIOUS STUDENT is seen through a door window in Mc Gilvrey hall concentrating on the books. In the solitude of an empty classroom one absorbs the complex knowledge contained in lessons without interruption by the drone of voices in the halls.
Professors play triple role

Forming the University base are professors, men and women with a wealth of knowledge and experience.

Their classes are conducted in various manners, depending upon subject matter and individual ideas of the best methods of disseminating knowledge. And at Kent State their job doesn’t end when the bell rings, and class is dismissed.

Who could measure how many hours the professor utilizes after a class, in his office, in the halls advising the collegiate. There is no monetary payment for his help in planning next quarter’s schedule, suggesting job opportunities after graduation, and quite often lending an ear to personal problems.

Realizing himself what vast stores of knowledge remain yet undiscovered, the professor is also a researcher. Many KSU professors are conducting experiments to aid in the advancement of mankind. And with new developments occurring continuously all around the world, each professor remains a student in his field seeking to keep abreast of the latest happenings.
A SPRING DAY emphasizes the beauty of the rolling front campus which is covered with trees. The melodious voices of groups competing in Campus Day songfest float from the valley to the ears of visitors and guests who have taken their seats on the sloping hill.

NIGHT FALLS over the Kent State campus and the flashing lights of Strober hall and Johnson hall, men's dormitories, can be seen from the University Student Union building.
MANY MORNINGS during the winter students leave their dorms and find the campus covered with a fresh coat of snow.

CLOUDS HOVER over Franklin hall on a day when the weatherman is undecided whether to continue winter or let spring arrive.

Campus face changes

With each day and each season's variation, the campus face changes and adopts a new look.

In the fall, colored leaves paint the scenery and finally fall to the ground leaving barren trees. The first snow comes, blanketing the ground with its bright, clean whiteness. The trees lose their nakedness and are covered with the white substance in place of leaves. Then the days gradually grow warmer, birds appear, and greenness takes the place of darkness. The sunny spring days create a new spirit within the student. Completing its cycle, the weather turns into a sunny, hot summer sprinkled with cooling showers.

But the campus face varies in an even shorter span of time. In the morning it becomes alive with students crossing its paths on their way to classes. After a busy afternoon, night once again darkens the rolling hills without immediately damping the activity created by students socializing. As the night grows older, the campus becomes still and once again sleeps.
Their smiles are typical of the many seen around campus each day.
Student meets student

An inevitable result of college life—student meets student. Maybe the acquaintance occurs in the Hub, a class, the library, at a social affair—who knows. Friendships continuously spring up; and if they don’t prove lasting, they are not soon forgotten but become filed with a store of memories.

The socialization process is evidenced everywhere on the campus. Students can laugh together or be serious together. For four years they share a common type of life together, and by their very associations they become more educated. This is a rare time—a time when minds are young and eager, hearts filled with hope for the fast-approaching future.

While giving an oral report, a military student temporarily assumes the role of educator in a classroom where he is a pupil.

Heads are bent in a serious discussion of the bones in the human body. Joint studying often unscrambles confused notes.

During a moment of relaxation in the Hub, these two share a laugh over the humor of a recent class incident.

Two students work industriously in a science laboratory to complete an assignment before the class period ends.
FRATERNITY MEN strain muscles endeavoring to remain ahead in the Greek Week Chariot races. The races precede a Saturday afternoon football game and are only one of the many events and competitions occurring during the fall week set aside for KSU's Greeks.

IT'S TIME FOR a parade. The Kent State university band turns at a corner in the center of downtown Kent. When this geographical point is reached, the long, winding Campus Day parade is almost over and begins to wend its way back to University grounds.
Activities spur learning

A break from the mental strain of learning is a necessary element for every college student. Social events allow the mind to be captured by some immediate happening and to wander momentarily from the thoughts of books and long assignments.

Kent State activities afford a chance for working together or competing with fellow students. They are a large edition of the coffee break. When returning to the "grind," a student finds his mind has been relaxed and appears much more capable and able to grasp and understand the varied "bits of knowledge."

Participants of this pie-eating contest could well be dubbed "Pie-faces" for entering the annual May Day competitive event.

Female rowers man the oars at Rowboat regatta. Often the inexperienced females float aimlessly about in the lake.

Last year's freshman class made a hit on Campus Day by rolling out the welcome wagon for the benefit of alumni and visitors.

A high school band concert held on the tennis courts was part of the activity during the high school band clinic.
As any face changes, so does the face of a college vary. Activities depict the University face with a grin. Forget the books! Forget the classes! It's time for gaiety and fun — on a temporary basis, that is.

The differing types of campus amusement and entertainment are designed purposefully to serve as an outlet for the individual’s desire to associate with others, to appreciate the talents of others.

The year’s highlights, presented in this book, don’t tell the complete story but are most representative of the campus.

The week is a hustle and bustle of classes and studying. Then comes the much-needed weekend. Echoes of “TGIF” are heard. The campus awakens and becomes alive with a “high-society” extra-curricular life — the break that once again readies the student for official duties, classes, and studying come Monday morning.

On the following pages the camera’s eye has recorded a major part of the 1958-59 campus social life — a portion of a dynamic University reflecting the modern American culture.
No time for classes

“No Time for Classes” had its beginning as a production written and performed by KSU students. Four years ago this procedure was dropped when “Finian’s Rainbow” was presented. After the presentation of “Wonderful Town” a year later, the decision was to continue presenting Broadway productions. This annual campus project of song and dance has now become established as a Kent State tradition.

NTFC—the short title of “No Time for Classes” (studies, social life, or sleep either)—is produced during spring quarter. The performers agree that the name is “fittin’ and proper.”

Last year’s production was “Oklahoma,” a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical which opened on Broadway in 1943. Cowboys, farmers, and farmers’ daughters combined to create the Oklahoma atmosphere. The play centered around the Oklahoma sweethearts, Curly and Laurey, played by Roger Cudney and Rebecca Firestone, and Curly’s efforts to win the strong-willed Laurey. Jud, in the person of Jack Brooks, almost dampens the love affair by his fanatical attempts to gain Laurey’s love.

Cowboy Will has his share of problems, too, with flighty Ado Annie, the “can’t say no” girl. Matters are further complicated by the humorous Ali Hakim, the Persian peddler who at one point finds himself at the wrong end of a shotgun. Dan Warrick was cast as Will, Mary Ellen Doran as Ado Annie, and Guy Solomon as the foreign Ali Hakim.

Nancy Winbigler added another spark to the show in her role as wise, beloved old Aunt Eller. Another old-timer was Andrew Carnes, played by Dick Goddard.

Creating a first in NTFC history, the show ran for four performances last year.
NTFC DANCERS step high in a lively can-can during the honky-tonk scene from the song "Out of My Dreams." In her dream, Laurey is running away from Jud, the villain, and encounters these dance hall women who surround her, preventing escape.

RUSS KAISER, NTFC director, discusses a difficult problem in choreography with the NTFC dancers.

LOOKS LIKE NTFC orchestra director, Bryson Fillmore, is taking a break while rehearsal goes on. Soon he'll take up his baton for opening night.
DOWN THE LINE, over shoulders, and between legs as quickly as possible goes the balloon filled with water. The Chi Omega's look like they are going to come out ahead in this wet contest where a girl’s worst enemies can be those pretty but sharp fingernails.
May Day mix-up fails to dampen students' high spirits

Hundreds of students clad in faded jeans, khakies, and sweatshirts were gathered on the sprawling Sig Ep lawn. "What's going on?" a curious passer-by asked. "It's our annual May Day relays," "But this is April!" he protested. "Yeah, I know. I'm confused, too," came the quick answer.

Stopping to observe, he learned that a mix-up had occurred between the co-sponsors, Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma Phi Epsilon, and the weatherman. The cool but sunny day had brought a larger-than-expected crowd of students, some of whom were now performing curious antics in the center of the lawn, surrounded by excited, cheering students.

The passer-by pushed his way through the crowd, straining to see into the circle. Eggs were bursting simultaneously with screams of despair. One student licked his pie-covered face happily as he heaved another pie at his opponent. Baby talents surfaced as students chugged cokes from nipple bottles. Couples raced clumsily across the lawn on three legs. Screams and a general atmosphere of excitement filled the air as students cheered their teams on to victory. In the end, Verder hall and Sigma Nu received trophies.

The first May Day relays, which were started in 1956 as an all-Greek event, were held on the library lawn. They were moved off campus to the Sigma Phi Epsilon lawn because of the construction of the library addition and the parking lot.

Our passer-by turned away, still puzzled. He departed pondering the somewhat dubious values of this modern college education.

VERY SLOWLY, but surely, the coke disappears via an unusual method of chugging. Bet Ed Wolfski won't want a coke for a while.

EASY DOES IT. Those aren't hard-boiled eggs with which the boys are playing ball. A miss or a hard catch and—splash! Omelets may look appetizing on a platter, but they aren't appropriate on shins and trousers. But, those smiling faces show little concern.
Lovely queen and muscle men thrill crowd

An autocade had made its way to Hudson Springs park about noon for one of the biggest social splashes of spring quarter. Students dressed in bathing suits and bermuda shorts were cheering the efforts of their favorites at KSU's take-off on the traditional Ivy League shell races.

Prompted by the hot May sun, spectators were making frequent trips to and from the refreshment stand. Standard equipment for all was a bottle of sun-tan lotion. To reign over proceedings of the annual outing, regality appeared clad in the outfit of the day—shorts and t-shirts.

Quartet singing and dixieland music filled in between the contests. Bill Gordon, known by radio fans for his humorous chatter and lip-smacking, headed up ceremonies in mid-afternoon.

JUDY BARCHFELD receives the queen's trophy from Glen Lindecone, president of Sigma Delta Chi. This duty was part of a day's work.
"STAY SMOOCHIE, von rascal von," MC Bill Gordon taunts, l.-r., Judy Batchfield and Maureen Reeves, attendant, Scotty Roberts and Ron Bakalar, WKSU-FM disc jockies, agree. Other 1958 Regatta attendants were Betty Dragan, Marilyn Hall, and Barb Finley.
Suntanned, windblown students cheer and compete

Sore muscles, sunburns, and trophies were leftovers of 1958 Regatta, sponsored by SDX, journalism fraternity. Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma Nu won the gladiator games; Terrace and Verder tied for first place among independent women. Roving to victory in the independent men’s division was the Industrial Arts club. Fraternities and sororities were bested in the rowing competition by the Sig Ep’s and Gamma Phi’s. Pulling together, the DU’s won out in the tug-o-war.

WHAT IN THE WORLD has happened to send this crowd into gales of laughter? Perhaps a fellow student is being tossed into the cool waters of Hudson Springs park. Then again, two bewildered damsels may be floating around in a rowboat. It’s the day’s spirit.

THOSE TWO FELLOWS look rather suspicious. Wonder if those rowers, with all of their feminine charms, got off to a fair start?
ALL'S FAIR in love and gladiator fights, or into the water you must go. Bet it's mighty cool, too.

Perhaps that smug onlooker could give the battling contestants pointers on how to defend themselves.

"HEAVE!" Sigma Nu's strain muscles and dig feet into the sand, but the DU's "pull" through for first place in the tug-o-war contests.

Though they didn't get a trophy for their tugging, the Sigma Nu's had some temporary reminders—sore backs and rope-burned hands.
KENT'S 1958 Campus Day queen, Mary Jo Kaylor, is the focal point of photographers and morning onlookers.

TOO HUNGRY to wait until lunchtime, this little girl reaches for a quick treat while watching the Campus Day queen coronation.
Floats and fun lure thousands to KSU Campus Day

Long before sunrise lights began flicking on in dorms, fraternity and sorority houses. Soon sleepy, bleary-eyed students began emerging from campus dwellings into the early morning darkness, heading for the stadium for last minute float work.

The sun was higher and the campus crowded with townspeople and visitors as Delta Upsilon’s K girl painted the white K on front campus. Later Cardinal Key women and Blue Key men led the Campus Day queen and her court down the Atrium steps to their grassy court. Paying tribute to her majesty, Maypole dancers moved among gay-colored streamers.

PARADING DOWN Main street between lines of spectators. 45 units made up the Campus Day procession. Represented were sororities, fraternities, independent groups, the ROTC band, Cardinal Key, Golden K, and the Roosevelt and Kent State high school bands.
AS CAMPUS DAY eve rolls on, students begin to show the wear and tear that comes from days of working on floats. For some it's a long night.

HAPPENS every spring, both the "Tender Trap" and Delta Gamma capturing first place in sorority competition. This was their third consecutive winning float.

THESE ENTERPRISING young men managed to get reserve seats for the parade.

THE WILD ANTICS of Phi Delta Theta's "Joker" garnered a first place trophy for the fraternity's mantel. And, before the judges the "Joker" certainly was wild.
Singing, dancing end day

After lunch an excited crowd of students, alumni, and guests gathered along Main street. At the sound of approaching music they craned their necks to view a colorful procession of grand marshalls, a smiling queen and court, and floats behaving like perfect children, acting up before the omnipotent judges.

Viewers moved to front campus for a seat in the outdoor music room as the parade passed on. Pastel dresses, bright cummerbunds, and harmonizing voices, blended against the springtime green of the campus. Before the singers, the listeners blurred into a mass of forms and colors on the hillside.

Visitors departed and the campus grew quiet as the sun set. In dorms, fraternity and sorority houses students were donning more formal attire, excitedly talking over the day. Doorbells and buzzers began ringing as men called for their dates for an evening of dancing to the music of Harry James.

Hallways through the evening the air grew tense and filled with excitement—intermission and time for awards. Delta Gamma, Phi Delta Theta, Engleman hall and Johnson hall won top honors.

All too soon it was two o’clock. The campus settled into slumber and another Campus Day was over. But happy memories of the spring day were filed away to peek at now and then throughout the coming years.
Grads bid farewell to Kent amid tears and laughter

That long-awaited Saturday, June 7, 1958, had arrived. Graduation day! Before the graduates was the world they had been trained to serve. Behind them lay the years of preparation—proof of their sincere desire to succeed in life.

Memorial gym was packed with 4000 relatives and friends of the graduates at this 45th annual spring commencement. Guest speaker was John S. Knight, publisher of the Knight newspapers. An honorary degree of doctor of laws was conferred upon him during the exercises. The first Kent State University Alumni award was presented to Pennsylvania physician Dr. Whiflaw M. Show, who received his bachelor's degree at Kent in 1941. Offering the invocation was the Rev. Mr. Herbert Myers, a 1943 graduate of Kent State University and now pastor of St. David's Chapel in Berkeley, Michigan.

The graduates represented 38 counties and 162 towns and cities in Ohio. Seven other states and Formosa, Japan, Korea, and Hawaii were also represented. Graduate students came from 29 colleges and universities besides Kent State. There were 715 undergraduate and 91 graduate students receiving degrees.

A total of nine students were graduated "summa cum laude," having earned the accumulative average of a 3.8 or better out of a possible four point. Ten more students were graduated "magna cum laude" with a 3.6 or better, while 45 earned the "cum laude" title, having a 3.3 or better average.

During the exercises 14 Army and seven Air Force ROTC cadets were sworn in as second lieutenants in their respective services. For the first time, two candidates for graduation were sworn in as second lieutenants in the US Marine Corps.

As the exercises ended, smiling faces showed pride of achievement and hope for the future.
THE HOPES and aspirations of 809 students and their families were fulfilled during the spring 1958 commencement ceremony. This hour represented the finale of four years characterized mainly by books, classes, professors and friends.
Activities spark summer

A record-breaking total of 6,500 students attended the 1958 summer sessions at KSU. Some came because the recession made summer jobs scarce, others because advanced education is now income-tax deductible for teachers, others for personal motivations to finish school quickly. But all found a diversified schedule of activities to offset their classwork.

The summer cultural programs brought outstanding entertainment to the campus. Robert Merrill, leading Metropolitan Opera baritone, and Jan Peerce, tenor for the Metropolitan and San Francisco Operas, presented selections from several operas. Louis Lane and the Cleveland Summer orchestra gave a Pops concert.

Providing further balance for studies was the University Theatre production of "Witness for the Prosecution," a murder mystery by Agatha Christie. Summer lecturers were Dr. Raymond J. Seeger, nationally known scientist, and Dr. Max Lerner, author, university professor, editor, and newspaper columnist. Various concerts and an all-university picnic and sing held in Engleman woods rounded out the summer social program. Thus, activities and classes combined to make an enjoyable summer at Kent State University summer.
THESE ARE ONLY five of the 62 members who attended a training session for local chairmen of the State House Conference on Education. L.-r., Ray W. Kinney, Conference chairman; Dr. Ralph Hall, Portage County School Board president; Lee Grimsley, superintendent of Portage County schools; John McDowell, Ohio Educators Association president; and Dr. Dwight Arnold, KSU education professor. The summer conference, held at Kent State University, attracted representatives from northeastern Ohio school boards.

THE LARGEST summer-session registration in Kent's history brought increased activity to the campus—usually quieter during summer months. Sweating students waited patiently in slow-moving lines as they gave up swimming and sunbathing for the pursuit of knowledge. Students under the trees swatted flies as professors continued lecturing. To those at home, 1958's wet, wet summer was extremely disappointing, but Kent's "summer-schoolers" found that rainy days were the ones when classes were a better place to be.
"ALMEN LEFT," was the direction given at one of the many New Student week functions designed to welcome freshmen and acquaint them with KSU traditions, college classmates, and professors.

AN IMPORTANT event during the first day at KSU is meeting your roommate for the year. L.t., Sayre Hamilton welcomes suitcase-laden Martha Carrie. Hope there is room for those clothes.
Frosh dink into KSU

"Dink, frosh!" was the upperclass command to 2,500 students initiated into the complexities of college life during New Student week 1958.

Obligingly dinking, the confused frosh returned to their ponderings of campus geography, how to read the general catalog, make out a schedule, and (steady!) register under their group leader's guidance.

In the evenings, still bedinked, they applauded enthusiastically the entertainers of the last school year at the Freshman prevec. Jistly caroled KSU songs in a sing session, attended a tea at President Bowman's home, and explored the AWS-MSA Activities fair. Finally Sunday arrived, and for many freshmen, the lowly dinks are now souvenirs of an exciting week.

LOADED DOWN with all sorts of equipment necessary for college living, this coed has secured a helper to move her into the dorm.
GREEK WEEK King Dale Reichert receives a trophy from Libby Kirk, Greek Week co-chairman, while Queen Carolyn Bond watches. They were crowned at the Greek dance.

SPEAKER AT THE Greek Week representative banquet was Dr. Robert Shafle, dean of students at Indiana University. Looking on are members of dean's staff at KSU.
Greek Week 1958 opened at Fred Fuller park on Sunday, October 12, with some hula-hooping and a spirited puddle pull that resulted in soggy sweatshirts and wet khakis for the losing fraternities which were pulled into the creek.

KSU Greeks were unusually busy that week, with an event planned each day. Monday night they serenaded President and Mrs. Bowman. The next night a corn roast open to all students was held on the Commons.

Sororities and fraternities held progressive exchange dinners on Wednesday. Thursday ten representatives from each organization attended the Greek Week banquet in the Portage room. After the banquet the guests assembled in workshops to discuss various aspects of fraternity life.

Wills gym was the scene of a mixer on Friday after the pep rally for the Kent-Marshall game. Scotty Roberts was the disc jockey for the evening.

Greeks turned out in full force Saturday afternoon to admire the toga-clad sorority girls and cheer on the fraternity-manned chariots. Phi Kappa Tau won first prize in the race.

The week closed on a semi-formal note Saturday evening at a dance where the Greek Week king and queen were chosen. During this week the Greeks demonstrated their contributions to life at Kent State.
A day set aside for ‘Dad’

"Hi Dads!" Huge signs in dorm windows gayly welcomed the fathers of KSU students, honored guests at Dad's day 1958. Arriving in the morning, dads toured the university departments and ate a hearty lunch in Terrace cafeterias.

Afterwards, students and fathers jammed Memorial stadium for Greek chariot races and the football game against Marshall college. Proud pops of team members wore their sons' numbers and applauded Mr. Joe Tiptak Sr., as representative father. Just for dad, the KSU Marching band presented a special half-time show. Showing dad's part in his sons' and daughters' education, the band formed a huge dollar sign on the gridiron, then marched into another formation and spelled out "D-A-D."

Smiling dads were seen everywhere that day—inspecting their sons' and daughters' rooms 'specially scrubbed and polished for the occasion, admiring the new dorms rising on campus, obligingly showing Golden-K cards at halftime, cheering the Flashes to another victory from the sidelines, and reminiscing about their college days. Evening of the busy day saw the exhausted but happy pops reluctantly preparing to leave for home, promising to come up again—soon.
VIEWING THE game from the press box, the photographer noticed the players and proud fathers who were cheering on their sons.

Variety of entertainment highlights KSU Dad's day

JUDGING SMILES, the subject of this chat between President George Bowman and the visiting dads must be a pleasant one.

CHEERING FOR the charioteers are Greeks, l-r., Connie Smith, Ruth Schmidt, Marilyn Nokava, Wendie Longley, and Carol Murphy.
A queen, displays, and alums characterize Homecoming
Visitors crowd campus

November 1 was cold but sunny as KSU prepared to welcome the alumni and visitors arriving for the 1958 Homecoming celebration.

Many students had gotten up during the wee hours of the morning to put finishing touches on their house displays. The displays had to be completed by nine o'clock, the hour scheduled for the judges to begin their rounds. Workers kept an eye on the heavens to see if the sun was still shining.

A new attraction added to the morning's activities was a faculty seminar moderated by four international teachers and held in Rockwell library. The library staff also conducted tours through the new library addition.

Alumni had their choice of a wide variety of luncheons and coffee hours to attend.

A luncheon with the deans was held to acquaint alumni with the administrators of Kent State university. The Journalism Alumni association met in an early coffee hour. It also held a luncheon at which officers and outstanding members were elected.

A number of other coffee hours honoring alumni and visitors were held during the day.

BY CLIMBING on the bandwagon, the Delts urged Kent to block Toledo and fight on to victory. They also won themselves a trophy.

Late hours, initiative, and plain hard work were the raw materials of this dramatic display which placed first in the fraternity division.

MARIO PISANELLI, co-captain of Kent State's Golden Flashes, discusses the team's victory with a voting fan. To alumni delight the Toledo Rockets were downed by a large margin.

B-L-O-C-K-S
TOLED

KSU BANDWAGON

SEE YOUR TODAYS
Homecoming day rolled on as the crowd jammed Memorial stadium at 2 p.m. for the Kent-Toledo football game. During half-time ceremonies, Queen Judy Barchfeld and her attendants—Jeanne Heubner, Jackie Chabot, Marilyn Hall, and Vivian Salvador—were presented.

Social Chairman Joe Tirpak crowned Judy Homecoming queen as the KSU band formed a large “K” and played for her. President Bowman concluded the ceremonies with a few words of welcome to the visitors.

The KSU Flashes helped to make Homecoming a success by defeating the Rockets, 32-0. After the game, fraternities, sororities, and dormitories held open houses for alums and friends.

Evening was approaching, and with the setting sun came rain. But it didn’t dampen the spirits of the crowd that filed into Memorial gym to dance to the music of Jimmy Dorsey’s orchestra, directed by Lee Castle. Alpha Chi Omega had decorated the gym.

At 11 o’clock, the queen and her attendants were again honored. The audience grew tense as it waited for the announcement of trophy winners.

First place trophies in the fraternity and sorority division went to Delta Tau Delta and Chi Omega. Verder hall took first place in the independent women’s division, and Lowry hall captured second place in this division. Alpha Phi and Alpha Gamma Delta took second and third places respectively.
THE SIGN on the front lawn of the Phi Kappa Tau house expresses KSU's feelings for alums.

PEALS OF THE Victory bell echo over the campus as KSU cheerleaders and Golden Flasher proclaim the Flashes' Homecoming victory over Toledo's Rockets.

CHI OMEGA took its share of honors in Homecoming competition with its win in the sorority division. Their display called "Soap Their Hope" and referring to Toledo's ambitions, captured them a first place award at Kent's 35th Homecoming celebration.
QUEEN BARBARA BALCHAN was crowned at the twelfth annual Military ball held at Meyers Lake in Canton. Jack O'Connor and Chuck Leedy, chairman of the dance committee, bestow the honor as Phyllis Hollendoner, Renee Roche, and Valerie Konzen watch. 

BARBARA BALCHAN and her escort chat with another couple while enjoying the year's only all-University military formal. 

ROTC sponsors formal

Billy May's orchestra set the mood for the twelfth annual Military ball. The dance was held at Meyers Lake and was sponsored by the ROTC.

Guests from all branches of the armed services were present as were many top University administrators and various officials.

Under the arch of flashing sabers held aloft by members of Scabbard and Blade, Military Ball Queen Barbara Balchan was escorted to her crowning by Cadet Major Charles Leedy. The crowning of the queen and presentation of her attendants was one of the evening's highlights. The attendants were Valerie Konzen, Renee Roche, and Phyllis Hollendoner.

As Billy May created atmosphere with his music, Mother Nature added a touch by making the November night a crisp and dry evening. Rounding out the evening's mood was a full moon shining on the lake and the romantic atmosphere lent the occasion by the smart dress uniforms of the attending cadets. Orchestra vocalist Frankie Lester made the evening more mellow, and the billowy formals of various colors turned the ballroom into a rainbow-like picture.

The Military ball is the highlight of the social year for the ROTC and is one of few all-University formals.
Rains dampen ROTC day

Rated as one of the finest units in the area, the KSU Reserve Officers Training Corps maintains this record after many inspections from headquarters. Commissioned as second lieutenants in the armed forces upon completion of the four year program, the ROTC graduates serve all over the world.

A big day during the year for the Corps is the day that ROTC is honored at one of the home football games. This year ROTC day was November 15. Lt. Col. Silcher, a former professor of military science at Kent State, reviewed the troops. The marching military had to face an uncontrollable enemy—the weatherman. The day was characterized by a steady drizzle. During the game uniformed men colored a special block in the stands.

The Corps has three honor organizations. Scabbard and Blade National Honor society is for first and second classmen who maintain a high scholastic record. Pershing Rifles is for third and fourth classmen for their excellence in drill. Arnold Air is for outstanding AFROTC cadets.

The groups act as an honor guard at many University functions. Scabbard and Blade served as an honor guard to raise the flag at all home football games.
Students greet holidays

The KSU band heralded the opening of the Christmas season on campus by playing Christmas carols during the traditional tree-lighting ceremony. With a heavy snowfall lending to the atmosphere, Dr. George Bowman flicked the switch, lighting the trees.

During the week the Terrace Hall choir, Brass choir, and Koraliers caroled in the library lounge. Christmas trees bearing the decorations of six foreign countries were set up in the lounge. Stimulated by the cold and the snow accompanying the holiday season, the art department displayed its talents in a creative snow sculpture on the Commons.

A MIRROR IN the Union lounge reflects no holiday rush. As usual, the motto of the lounge patrons seems to be "Let’s relax."

OPERATORS HANDLE KSU phone calls in a festive atmosphere with their tiny booth in the Atrium trimmed with decorations.
Owls play at Top Hop

Strains of soft music set toes a-tapping as KSU students and alumni approached Memorial gym on the night of Top Hop. A traditional highlight of the winter quarter social calendar, Top Hop 1959 was held on a Friday evening, February 6.

Playing for Top Hop were the Miami University Campus Owls, led by Phil Kelley. The group has been rated one of the top college bands.

During the intermission at Top Hop, Kathleen Bamberger and Joe Gorman were crowned Miss Kent State and the Duke of Kent respectively. Attendants of the two titles — Gerry Shull, Pat Flint, Sherry Gentry, Patrick Collins, Dennis Cooke, Joe Tirpak, and Clarence McNair — were also introduced. Pam Johnson was unable to attend.

A Who's Who contest was held in connection with Top Hop this year. A man and woman student were chosen by Student Council as Miss and Mr. Top Hop. Their identity was known only to the student personnel deans. On the Wednesday before Top Hop, the first five students who approached them and asked, "Who, who are you?" received a free ticket to the dance. Ed Gillies and Barb Barlo were Mr. and Miss Top Hop respectively.

Ray Mantle, social committee member, was chairman of the annual event.
Talent, work, and fun spark 1959 Pork Barrel

When the doors of the University auditorium opened on Friday, February 13, and Saturday, February 14, a steady stream of KSU students entered and searched for seats to watch the 28th annual Pork Barrel.

There were no reserve seats this year and good locations went to the early arrivals. Tom Troyer and his orchestra provided musical interludes before the show and during intermission.

The skit night was sponsored jointly by AWS and MSA. Eighteen organizations presented their acts and hoped for a trophy. There were four divisions: fraternity, sorority, independent men, and independent women. Emceeing the show for the two nights were Roger Gertz, Dave Schiska, Dottie Wells, and Ray Mantle.

SOUTHERN BELLES, members of Delta Upsilon fraternity, pranced across the stage to the strains of "Dixie" to help their skit, "Rebel Without A Cause," win a second place trophy. The Confederate flag and wounded soldiers were background for the play.
THE AUDITORIUM was filled to capacity for both Friday and Saturday nights' performances. Early arrivals acquired the best seats and waited for the show to begin. Soon the spotlight hovering over the crowd will shift to the stage and the 1959 Pork Barrel COUNT DRACULA became a fraternity brother of Frankenstein, Nero, and Stalin as Stopher Hall's satire on Greek life took first place.

THIS SLEEPY little gal and her teddy bear went for a joy ride into outer space and won first place for Moulton Hall.
ANNA AND THE KING of Siam found lasting friendship through their children’s efforts. Chi Omega’s skit was second.

Winners are rewarded

A variety of colors, sets, lighting, and costumes distinguished one skit from another. Some of the presentations were humorous while others used different types of lighting to produce unusual effects.

A new world appeared each time the curtains opened. The audience visited various lands, both historical and geographical. The skits portrayed Russians, island natives, devils, Confederate soldiers, peasants, and the seven dwarfs.

The audience traveled vicariously to New York, ancient Egypt, around the world, and into outer space. They saw exotic ceremonies and dances from Siam, Africa, and the American Indian land, speak-easy gangsters and monsters from horror land appeared.

KSU students provided entertainment for in-between acts. Singers, dancers, a pianist, and a comical juggler performed for the audience while the stage crew quickly moved scenery backstage.

In the independent men’s division, second place honorable mention went to Newman club for a Mexican “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” Terrace hall also won a second place among independent women for “Paradise Lost.”

Alpha Gamma Delta members saved a lost soul from “Dante’s Inferno” and captured third place honorable mention for sororities. Phi Delta Theta’s horde of funny little whistling men marched over “The Bridge on the River Kwai” and received a third place honorable mention in the fraternity division.

FOUR COLORFULLY COSTUMED cossacks appeared in the dream of a Russian shoemaker whose red shoes made him a whirling dervish—until he awoke. Intricate dancing and effective use of black light took first place for Theta Chi, fraternity winner last year.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA, winner of the first-place sorority trophy, took the audience on a musical tour of Devil's Island. A lone angel, stranded on the island, was unhappy until another saintly visitor arrived, and everyone joined to celebrate a happy ending.

THE TROPHIES glisten mysteriously on their table, snugly secret about who their new owners will be. Who are the winners? The question is in everyone's mind as the audience waits tensely for the announcements. Pork Barrel co-chairman Ray Mantle steps to the microphone and introduces this year's judges. A few remarks follow. Meanwhile the audience fidgets and grows more excited. Winners in the independent women's and men's divisions are announced amid wild screams and cheers. Sorority members grow more excited as the tension becomes almost unbearable. Finally, the sorority division winners are announced, and the uproar is deafening. Jan James, representative of Alpha Chi Omega, cries for joy as she accepts a first-place trophy for their skit, "Devil's Island."
KSU hosts conferences

Kent State University hosts many different conferences during a year. They range in type from educational to theatrical, and from industrial arts to English. People attending range from junior high age and up, depending on the particular conference theme.

During spring quarter high school journalists invade the campus for the Northeastern Ohio Scholastic Press Association day. Between winter and spring quarters, photographers arrive at Kent for the annual Short Course in Photojournalism.

The Buckeye Debate tournament was held here during winter quarter. These represent only a few of the various conferences held at Kent State.
THIS VISITING debator vigorously supports his stand. Hard work is necessary to establish a solid argument.

DAD WANTS his boy to learn the art of photography at an early age. KSU’s Short Course in Photjournalism hosts experts in the field.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY debate teams from every section of the country were represented at the Buckeye Debate tournament.

L.-r., Sheila Gethin and Joan Koehler appear to have a different viewpoint on a resolution than do the four visitors from West Point.
The pledges of Alpha Phi's fall and winter classes were honored at the All-Greek formal at Meyers Lake. They were introduced to members of Kent's Greek society, presented flowers, and serenaded by Alpha Phi actives and their brother fraternity, Sigma Nu.

Phi's sponsor All-Greek

Amid the glitter and excitement of a debutante ball, Alpha Phi's pledges were formally introduced to Greek society at the annual All-Greek dance. During intermission the Phi pledges were presented with red roses and serenaded by the Phi's and their brother fraternity, Sigma Nu. All Greeks on campus and their dates, the pledges' parents, and the senior girls' parents were invited to the affair. The dance has been an Alpha Phi tradition since 1930.

Jane Revell, member of the winter pledge class, receives a red rose from the mistress of ceremonies while sorority sisters watch.
Carnival is KSU-style

A silence descends upon the crowd as the student steps back and aims his dart. "Bull's eye!" Grinning he collects his prize and the crowd moves on to another booth. It's Penny Carnival time at KSU, and Wills gym has been transformed into a midway, complete with booths, barkers, and pretty girls.

Feel lucky? Try your skill at any one of the games of chance. Feel mixed up? Have your fortune told by a genuine gypsy. You even have the opportunity to send a souvenir home to mother.

Penny Carnival was initiated in 1942 under the War Activity council for the purpose of raising money to supply servicemen overseas with copies of the Kent Stater. The Penny Stater fund is operated by Cardinal Key and Blue Key, national service honoraries. The Carnival proceeds are also used for a scholarship fund which each year benefits a boy and girl graduating from high school.

Last year a total of $896.21 was taken in at the Carnival. Booths are entered by sororities, fraternities, and independent groups.

Gamma Phi Beta, Delta Tau Delta, and Moulton hall took first places last year in the three divisions with Hawaiian leis and dart games.
MOM-ME WEEKEND gave moms an inside view of the hectic life of a college coed. After an afternoon of activities, including a style show and a tour of the campus, Judy Globits and Mrs. Globits stop for a moment of rest and relaxation in Judy’s room in South Terrace.

Moms turn back clock

During Mom-Me weekend the mothers of Kent State coeds turn back the hands of time about 20 or 30 years and for three days join their daughters in enjoying college life.

Activities for the moms included a play, Shark’s show, style show, and pajama parties in the dorms. Most moms left Kent exhausted and in unanimous agreement that “home was never like this.”

WHILE SHOWING Mom Verioti the campus, L-R, Vivian and Dorothy Verioti point out the terrace which is part of Engleman.
Sharks play cowboys

Torches blazed on the surface of Memorial gym pool, and cowboys and Indians turned the pool into a range for "Frontier," the 1958 edition of the Shark's show. Headlining the show were Jo Richardson, who exhibited the swimming that has won her championships, and Bill Kantor, who introduced a new method of water travel known as the water-cycle. Sharks win membership by demonstrating skill in synchronized swimming.

A TYPICAL Sharks' practice session on Thursday night finds some of the swimmers lounging as others work to perfect their routines.

KNIGHT IN SHINING bathing suit, Bill Kantor, gallops his gallant water steed across the pool to rescue a damsel in distress.
UT plays show variety

The plays presented by University theatre not only offer entertainment but are designed to educate and enlighten. The dramatic talents of the students are also given an opportunity to develop.

Among the plays presented this year were "Anastasia," "The Boyfriend," and "The Lark." "Anastasia," the first production of the year, was the international mystery of a lost princess and was based on historical fact. The freshmen had a chance to prove their dramatic skill in "The Boyfriend." The "tittering twenties" of England were recaptured by them in their first musical.

The moving story of Joan of Arc was unfolded again in one of its countless versions, "The Lark." The players portrayed the story of St. Joan, a country girl inspired to lead the armies of France.

The University theatre was organized in 1930 by the late Prof. E. Turner Stump.

GEORGE SCHROEDER prepares to marry Marcia Ross as players Nancy Hote, Peg Stevens, and Cheri Smith watch approvingly.

ST. JOAN, Cheri Smith, tells Prince Charles, Chuck Kurtak, of great expectations to come in this scene from "The Lark."

A TENSE MOMENT develops in "Anastasia." Saundra Simmons, Allan Wagner, and Ralph Miller act the scene.
JOHN KECK urges Karen Fazek to taste some champagne in a scene from "The Boyfriend."

A HANDSOME stranger in a small mid-western town, Ron Riegler, poses for a sketch by Sally Messett, the tomboy sister of the community's prettiest girl.

SOUNDS OF "Charleston" and "bo-do-de-o-do" rang out as the flappers and their boyfriends cavorted on the French Riviera during the roaring 20's. L.-r. are Roger Ramsey, John Adams, William Lovell, Karen Fazek, Bonnie Boyer, Margaret Corice, and Loretta Young.
THE CLEVELAND SYMPHONY Orchestra's concert last spring was one of the largest musical undertakings ever attempted at the University. An audience of approximately 4,300 turned out to hear the famed orchestra which is conducted by Dr. George Steell.

Cultural programs provide variety of entertainment

Throughout the year Kent State students enjoy outstanding cultural programs. The chief programs this year were composed of lecturers, dance and drama groups, and a chamber music orchestra.

This fall Willy Ley, authority on rockets and space travel, spoke. Next came two plays, "Oedipus Rex" and "Twelfth Night," which were presented by the Players Incorporated of the Catholic University of America in Washington, D. C. There were 15 members in the troupe.

A radio and television correspondent, who had worked for many years in Russia, spoke on America's relations with the U. S. S. R. Societa Corelli, a 13-piece chamber music orchestra from Rome, presented a program of concertos written by famous composers.

UNDER THE DIRECTION of Emily Frankel and Mark Ryder, the Dance Drama company performed in the University auditorium. The well-known group of dancers has appeared in many foreign countries and just recently completed an engagement in New York city.
Queens

For almost all major campus events a queen is selected to reign from among the campus coeds.

Who has discovered yet what sways a judge toward his final decision? From a large number of beautiful girls it is a difficult job to narrow the field to a mere four or five candidates. It takes more than a beautiful face and grooming to "go all the way." Personality unconsciously enters into the final judgment.

Kent can be proud of its coeds who have obtained the title of queen. Many queenships other than are represented on the following pages occur on campus.

The Campus Day, Homecoming, and Miss Kent State and Duke of Kent nominees are chosen by judges. The final choice is that of the student body in a University-wide election. The other queens are decided finally by a panel of judges or specific voting method.

On the following pages are the girls and one man who have in the last year been Kent State University's highest royalty.
QUEEN CANDIDATE Sue Carney is "passing in review" before the judge's table and answering their questions. Interpreting the expressions of the candidates in the background, the judging is viewed with mixed emotions and various degrees of exhaustion.

How a queen is selected

She's made her decision; she's going to enter a queenship contest. Deciding what to wear and primping precede the walk to the judging. The title of royalty which a candidate seeks determines the outfit to be worn. Girls are instructed to appear at judgings in anything from shorts to formal attire.

With such a large field of candidates the evening is a long one. In an effort to "kill two birds with one stone," a girl brings homework or knitting if her powers of concentration are good.

Then she appears before the judges. Some of the girls are nervous and tense while others are unaffected. Judges arrive at a total score for each girl based on face, figure, grooming, poise, and grades.

By a gradual process of elimination the field is narrowed. Semi-finalists continue, elated and hoping to remain until the end. Finally only a few coeds are left. The atmosphere becomes more tense, and candidates are holding their breaths after each round.

But the worst, yet best, moments of the evening are those before the final decision is announced. The finalists are named, and all heads turn to appraise them.
Mr. Scarlett, journalism professor, seems to be experiencing different emotions as he decides which way to vote as he appraises the finalists of the queen judging.

Queenship Finalists, L.t., Marilyn Hall, Mary Jo Kaylor, Carolyn Bond, Beverly Redinger, Mary Nackes, and Patricia Mackey, patiently stand before the judges' table.

Making use of an opportunity to catch up on some socializing at one of the judgings, Jo Brothers obviously is enjoying herself immensely.

Surprised and excited at hearing her name announced as a queen finalist is Cheryl Varney, clapping her hands to her face in shock.
Freshman is Burr queen

Cheryl Varney, 1959 Chestnut Burr queen, is a freshman from Twin Lakes. She is majoring in elementary education and is a member of Delta Gamma sorority.

Cheryl graduated from the University school and was thus already acquainted with Kent State's campus. Her father, Prof. J. Keith Varney, is the director of KSU's Cleveland extension center.

EVEN ROYALTY must attend classes. Cheryl leaves the DC house for a busy day comprised of lectures, studying, and hub-sitting.

MOM HAS called Cheryl to receive a visitor, so some quick hair straightening precedes her entrance into the living room.
Cheryl Varney
Kent, Ohio
Mary Jo is CD queen

Reigning over the 45th annual Campus Day ceremonies was Miss Mary Jo Kaylor. Attendant to the 1957 Campus Day Queen, Miss Kaylor was student-elected.

She was a member of Golden K and recording secretary of Alpha Phi sorority. Miss Kaylor had been a New Student week group leader. From Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, she majored in secretarial science.
Mary Jo Kaylor

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Judy Barchfeld

Lorain, Ohio
Judy cops two queenships

Judy Barchfeld, junior from Lorain, reigned at two major campus events in 1958. She was elected Rowboat Regatta queen last spring and voted Homecoming queen the following fall.

An elementary education major, Miss Barchfeld is rush chairman of Delta Gamma sorority. She is a member of Panhellenic council and was an attendant to the 1958 Chestnut Burr queen.

STUDYING IN HER room at the Delta Gamma house, Judy is deep in thought over an assignment for one of her education courses.

JUDY SELECTS a sunny afternoon to answer letters. It's easy with a busy schedule to fall behind on those letters to one's friends.

A SPRING DAY finds Judy practicing one of her favorite sports. She is aiming to perfect a smooth swing with the golf clubs.
Barb is Military's queen

Barbara Balchan, sophomore from Cleveland, reigned as queen at the annual Military ball co-sponsored by the Army and Air Force ROTC.

A retail marketing major, Barbara is rush chairman of Alpha Xi Delta sorority, active in Newman club, Working K, and is an Air Force ROTC sponsor. She was chosen Sigma Phi Epsilon's "Playgirl" at their Playboy party. Barb is a North Terrace resident.

WITH SOME TIME for relaxation, Barb selects some hi-fi sounds and reads the elements involved in producing an LP recording.

Barbrelaxes at the Alpha Xi Delta house. It's quite a chore to select one outfit from all of the new spring fashions. Barb gets ideas for a smart-looking Easter ensemble from the latest issues of top fashion magazines.

BARB TAKES a hand in a modified form of gardening and assists with the daily house chores by watering the plants.
Barbara Balchan

Cleveland, Ohio
Joe Gorman  
Kent, Ohio

Kathleen Bamberger  
Canton, Ohio
‘Boo’ named Miss KSU

Miss Kent State, Kathleen Bamberger, was also chosen Homecoming queen in 1957. Past president of Chi Omega sorority, she has served on Panhellenic council, as vice president of her junior and senior classes, secretary of AWS, art editor of the 1958 Chestnut Burr, and is a former ROTC sponsor.

An art major from Canton, she is a Cardinal Key member and was one of last year's Outstanding juniors.

IF YOU ARE looking for “Boo” Bamberger, she can usually be found with her paint and brushes busy at work in Van Deusen Hall.

Planning to enter law school next fall, Joe Gorman catches up on his studies when not presiding over Council meetings or business.

Gorman is Duke of Kent

Joe Gorman, Duke of Kent, is a pre-law student from Kent. He held the office of president of Student Council this year and is a past president of Sigma Nu fraternity and Gold political party.

Gorman is active in Blue and Key and Pi Sigma Alpha, political science honorary. He is a member of the Kent State Student Union Advisory board, formerly served on IFC, and was an outstanding junior.

“BOO” AND JOE stop to look over an issue of the Stater in which their election was announced.
university
For almost 50 years the University has been educating young people, helping them to attain greater heights. This is the University's reason for being.

Capable, foresighted faculty and administrators have set and maintained "progress" as their motto. Progress not only in terms of buildings and enrollment, but in curriculum and KSU's educational status.

Specialized instruction is offered to the student for advancement in his chosen profession or vocational field. The University's atmosphere, human associations, and training are conducive to the student's growth as an individual prepared to assume his place in America's pattern of life.

As an establishment for the advancement of knowledge — both specific and broad in perspective — the University has a most complex face. It is symbolic of the whole containing separate and different portions.

Perhaps it is most adequately shown in the faces of seniors. Through four years of college, they have come in contact with and experienced each of the University's faces.
The governor of Ohio appoints the six-member Board of Trustees of Kent State university. Members are appointed for a term of five years and must be approved by the Ohio legislature. The sixth member is the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The board members supervise the development, expansion and growth of Kent State university through monthly meetings with President Bowman.

Other duties of the Board of Trustees are approving all new buildings, appropriating school funds, fulfilling the University policies, and considering and approving all expansion programs.

The board is assisted in its work by Mrs. Alice P. Makinson, secretary to President Bowman.

President of the Board John R. Williams was superintendent of Lake County Public schools. Robert C. Dix is editor and publisher of the Kent Ravenna Record-Courier. Robert H. Stopher is an editorial writer for the Akron Beacon Journal. Otto J. Korb is superintendent of East Cleveland schools. Frederick M. Broda is a partner in the insurance firm of Webb-Broda and Company.

Mrs. Alice Makinson, President Bowman's secretary, has a variety of responsible jobs connected with her position.
President Bowman watches the University grow up

His school’s growth is of paramount importance to a university president, and to Dr. George A. Bowman, president of Kent State university, it is gratifying as well. From his window in front of the Administration building, he has watched the “face lifting” of the library with great personal satisfaction. He feels the library’s growth is a milestone in his fifteen years of guiding and promoting Kent State. Not only does the addition to the library enhance the appearance of front campus, but more important, it represents the great scholastic growth of Kent State university.

During the 1958-59 year Kent began to realize its future. The library was completed, two dormitories were built, and the final plans for the speech and hearing building were completed. Next year President Bowman will reminisce as KSU turns 50.
white, nygreen manage newly-created positions

In 1958 Dr. Robert I. White Jr. accepted the just-created position of Vice President for Academic Affairs. At the same time Dr. Glen T. Nygreen became the Dean of Student Affairs. Dr. White was formerly Dean of the College of Education, but in his new position he must supervise and coordinate all three colleges. The graduate school, extension division, guidance testing office, and the audio visual center are also guided through this new University office.

Dean Nygreen was the former Dean of Men, but this office was dissolved when he accepted the Dean of Students' position. The job entails working with the health center, handling the student mail, coordinating campus organizations, helping supervise veteran's affairs, and guiding the men of KSU.

Formerly Dean of Men, Glen Nygreen now acts as the dean over all Kent State students. The position was created this year.
Personnel deans move into modernized offices

The Dean of Men's and Women's offices have changed locations as well as other considerations. The new offices are further evidence of the growth of Kent State university. A plush new lace has been given to a series of classrooms on the first floor of Kent hall to accommodate the offices. The warmly-decorated rooms house the Student Activity center, Director of Student Activity, Dean of Student Affairs, and the Dean of Women's offices.

As Director of Student Activity, Roland Patzer supervises the myriad activities of KSU students. A huge calendar, showing the month's events, is displayed near his office in Kent hall. Keeping the calendar up to date is a busy job with some of the almost foot-square days listing five or six functions.

Across the hall is the office of the Dean of Women. A woman student is always welcome to visit this office when she has a problem to solve or needs her morale boosted. Supervision of women's living groups both on and off campus is carried on through this office. Sorority rush guidance is another duty of the staff, as is helping with the organization and problems of Panhellenic council. The Dean and her staff work in cooperation with and under the supervision of Dean Nygreen's office.

The former Dean of Women was Margaret Davis, who died during the winter quarter. Now occupying the position is Margaret Forsythe.

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY lost an outstanding Dean of Women when Mrs. Margaret Davis died during winter quarter.

ROLAND PATZER serves the University in the capacity of Director of Student Activities and as an Assistant Dean of Men.

MARGARET FORSYTHE, formerly the Associate Dean of Women, was appointed to the position of Dean of Women.
Efficient operation a must

The administration of Kent State University is comprised of responsible people who shoulder a large, never-ending job. They work constantly to solve the students' problems, quickly and surely.

Like any well-run organization, Kent State has a definite decentralization plan. Furthering efficiency, each department is operated by a capable head.

But the duties of these people extend beyond dealings with students and faculty. The administrators are in contact with the outside public. Effecting good public relations is part of their responsibility.

They are constantly watching for any changes which would add to efficient and effective functioning. Their efforts result in a smoothly-run University.
Administration expands

During the student’s enrollment in the University, he will be affected, directly and indirectly, by the operations and policies thought out and established by the men and women in administrative positions.

With the school expanding in a steady manner, the functions of these people are increasingly important. Operations become greatly increased as each year the University’s enrollment reaches a new high. The administrators’ jobs require them to be aware of the changing situations and be prepared to cope with them.

This same growth necessitates that the people handling these jobs have ability in their fields. And, it is their responsibility to see that their staffs function in the most efficient manner.
DR. ERIC N. RACKHAM is the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, which makes available to students a BS, BA, or BFA degree.

**Arts and Sciences**

The College of Arts and Sciences played an important role in the history of the University, for Kent State Normal school became a college with the addition of the liberal arts division.

This college was named the College of Arts and Sciences at the beginning of the 1956 fall quarter. It was felt that the new name was more descriptive of the courses offered in the division, and it also coincided with the name being used for similar colleges in other state universities of Ohio and the Midwest.

The college offers a BA degree for a curriculum stressing breadth of knowledge. The BS degree denotes a curriculum of specialization. A bachelor of fine arts degree is also offered.

The traditional liberal arts subjects of language, history, and science are given, as well as art, journalism, home economics, health and physical education, music, and speech. The curriculum is designed to give students a fundamental background in the humanities, arts, and sciences. Students are encouraged to develop their individual capabilities.

The college cooperates with the other two colleges of the University by providing courses that constitute a large portion of their curricula.

ARTS AND SCIENCES department heads are, l. r.: Row 1: Dr. VanDorn, Mr. Novotny, Dr. Laing, Dean Rackham, Dr. Banum, Mr. Morbito. Row 2: Dr. Drake, Dr. Schroeder, Dr. Warner, Mrs. Jenkins. Row 3: Dr. Hudson, Col. Dalrymple, Dr. Wannemacher, Dr. Cunningham, Mr. Kem, Mr. Marshall, Dr. Cowperthwaite, Dr. Schoepfle, Dr. Bush, Col. Bear, Dr. Thompson, Mr. Tischendorf, Mr. Taylor.
DEAN'S COUNCIL members of the College of Education are Dean Clayton Schindler, Paul Howells, F. Leslie Speir, Olive Woodruff, Robert Pfeiffer, Michael Herchek, Edna Oswalt, Archie Hendricks, Burton Gorman, Marion Van Campen, and Carl Erickson.

College of Education

Training prospective teachers, supervisors, and administrators is the job of the College of Education, oldest division of the University. Its curricula is designed to prepare students for practically all educational posts commonly found in Ohio schools.

Headed by Dean Clayton M. Schindler, the college also tries to promote the individual growth of the teachers and the public usefulness of the schools in northeastern Ohio.

In addition to the regular four-year program, the college offers a two-year cadet program and special programs in art, business education, health, physical education, education of the slow learner, the gifted, the deaf, and trade and industrial education.

A dual certification program prepares students for both elementary and high school teaching. The college strives to provide depth and breadth of education as well as competent teacher training.

In addition to formal courses of study, the college provides a student-teaching supervisory staff, operates the University school, and maintains the Bureau of Educational Research and Service, including the Reading and Audio-Visual centers.

DEAN CLAYTON SCHINDLER, formerly associate dean of the College of Education, last year advanced to the position of Dean.
The College of Business Administration, under the direction of Dean Stanley Vance, provides students with professional training in business and commerce. It prepares graduates for advancement to positions of greater responsibility and of a supervisory nature.

The basic principles of any professional curriculum have been used in establishing the college's policies. Knowing that a college graduate is expected to become a responsible citizen — participating in social, civic, and political activities — the college gives the student opportunity to obtain a liberal education.

The college also believes that economic activities constitute the major portion of any citizen's activities, and offers each Business Administration student a well-rounded business background.

The BA student receives a limited amount of intensive training in a specialized business field, mainly finance, accounting, industrial relations, management, marketing, retailing, and secretarial science.

The college's curriculum includes courses in English, health and physical education, language, mathematics, philosophy, science, and social studies.

Several four-year curricula, which lead to a BS in Business Administration, are offered.
Graduate School

Independent thinking and reasonable ability in research are concerns of the Graduate School. The school tries to help students attain a more fundamental understanding and thorough mastery of their major fields.

Twenty-seven departments of the University offer graduate study. Degrees which may be obtained include Master of Arts, Master of Business Administration, and Master of Education.

A Council headed by President George A. Bowman directs the school. Dean Raymond M. Clark serves as the executive leader.

If persons from accredited colleges and universities wish to enter the school, a recommendation from the proper department head and an undergraduate scholastic average of 2.5 or above are required. Applicants from any unaccredited institutions are judged on an individual basis.

A limited number of graduate assistantships are offered by the University. Appointments are made for the academic year of three quarters and may be continued for up to three quarters.

The high application qualifications and rigid requirements ensure that graduate students will maintain high scholarship.

DONALD RAYL, a graduate assistant in biology, explains the complexities of a frog's anatomy to several attentive students. Working toward their Masters' degrees, graduate students assist the instructors in many of the courses offered by the University.
Variety is the keyword of the 17-man police force which provides protection, aid, and service to Kent State students 24 hours a day.

Headed by Chief Earl Coleman, the duties of the University police force involve more than merely issuing parking tickets. During the school day and at night for special events, the officers direct parking in the University lots. At large gatherings the police are on duty to insure order. At night each women's dormitory has a policeman on guard. And this department offers guidance to student Traffic Court.

Subject to call at any time, day or night, the University police are ready to give assistance.
Seniors

Perhaps the most important faces of the University are those of the seniors. In four short years they have become a familiar sight about the campus — to professors, to other students, and to each other.

During a relatively short time at Kent, their faces have depicted almost every mood and emotion. There have been strained looks, tired looks, happy looks, and many times blank looks.

One look and expression which all seniors have held in common is that of self-determination — indeed some more than others, yet none completely lacking. At times some would have found it much easier to give up the idea of a full college education; but they didn't. Instead, with this one quality they pushed harder for the symbol that meant accomplishment: a degree.

With their goal achieved, the seniors will leave Kent State University prepared to carry on the work of their choice. Their faces will not be lost but will merely assume their proper places in life's drama.
Graduation draws near

After four years, the students who are part of the Class of 1959 are ready to end their senior year. Since they entered Kent State University in the fall of 1955, the class enrollment has decreased to about half of its original number.

During its sophomore year, the class agreed to help the Class of 1957 finance the Carillon bells which were dedicated on Campus Day 1957. During its junior year, the class presented a rare edition of the Koberger Bible to Rockwell Library. This edition was published in 1475 by a Nuremberg printer, Anthony Koberger. It is now on display in the rare book room of the library's new addition. When this class leaves Kent State, one of the 14 complete volumes of the Latin Bible will remain with its alma mater.

At the annual J-Prom, which the Class of 1959 presented for graduating seniors, ten junior class members were presented certificates recognizing them for their service to the class.

Through the four years, class meetings have functioned effectively under the guidance of Dr. Lawrence S. Kaplan of the history department.

During their last year, the seniors have not stopped. They are thinking of other gifts, graduation announcements, and final class affairs.
'Chestnut Burr' salutes Outstanding Seniors of 1959

To be chosen as one of the outstanding members of any class or organization is a distinct honor. Having been chosen, one can be assured that his widespread and effective participation in the many areas of activity has been weighed and appreciated. His abilities to lead and to follow are considered better than average. Loyalty and willingness to serve in the background are an integral part of his natural makeup.

The task of selecting eight outstanding men and women from the graduating class was a difficult one — difficult because so many were eligible, but only a few could be recognized. By request of the "Chestnut Burr" staff, members of the Dean of Student’s staff selected seniors whom they felt had made outstanding contributions to the University’s myriad functions.

These students, whose records extend beyond the classroom, represent a cross section of student interests and activities. In service, their mark is excellence. Since their arrival at Kent State University, they have sparked the campus community and made it "go." For their commendable characteristics and contributions they deserve due credit.

Outstanding seniors of 1959, the Chestnut Burr staff salutes you!

Patrick Collins

A radio-speech major from Dayton, Patrick Collins has been president, secretary, and publicity chairman of Phi Delta Theta. His honors include Blue Key, Phi Delt’s "Best Active," outstanding junior, and delegate to Phi Delt International convention. Pat has served as chief announcer and public relations director of WKSU-FM, on IFC, MSA, and the "Daily Kent Stater." A member of the Public Relations club Pat has worked on Rowboat Regatta. He directed and produced KSU Educational series and wrote the 1957 Shark’s show.

Dorothy Wells

Dorothy Wells, an elementary education major from Canton, has contributed to various campus activities. Elected to AWS during her sophomore year, she has served as co-chairman of the President’s banquet, editor of the 1958 "Kent Coed," and co-chairman of Pork Barrel. She is currently president of Alpha Chi Omega. To increase her background in early childhood education, Dottie has been a member and social chairman of ACE. She is program chairman of Panhellenic council and has been a Freshman week leader.
They made their mark in service and scholarship

Eileen Heyman

AWS is her specialty. Eileen Heyman, a biology education major from Monroeville, has served the University in many activities. She has been especially active in AWS where she has been a member of the executive board for three years, co-chairman of Mom-Me weekend for two years, and currently is vice-president. Eileen has served as treasurer of Delta Gamma, representative to Student Council, and member of the Women's Recreational Association board. She also holds membership in Cardinal Key and Student Education association.

Joseph Gorman

Honors and honoraries were numerous for Joseph Gorman. A political science major from Kent, Joe was named outstanding junior man and was Kent's nominee and state finalist for a Rhodes scholarship. Now president of Student Council, he has served as commander of Sigma Nu and president of the Gold political party. Joe has been a member of IFC, the Pre-Law club, Athletic Policy committee, Varsity K, and the Kent State Union Advisory board. During his first two years at Kent, Joe played on the freshman and varsity basketball teams.

Kathleene Lang

A business education major, Kathleene Lang is from Dayton. An outstanding member of Student Council, Kathy has been chairman of the University Elections committee, secretary, and vice-president. Kathy has served as president of Gold political party, treasurer of Delta Gamma, treasurer of Cardinal Key, secretary of Phi Gamma Nu - commerce honorary, and vice-president of Pi Omega Pi - business education honorary. During her freshman year Kathy was also a member of the Engleman hall house council.
They are Kent’s leaders as well as followers

Joseph Tirpak

Joseph Tirpak, an industrial relations major from Cleveland, has been a leader in many phases of college life. His present activities include Blue Key, chairman of the University Social committee, and IFC vice-president. Joe has been on MSA executive board, co-editor of the “Kent Golden Book,” chairman of Campus Day parade and Top Hop, IFC treasurer, plus vice-president, rush chairman, and chaplain of Phi Delta Theta. During his junior year, Joe was named the “Best Active” by the local chapter of Phi Delta Theta.

Marla Campbell

From Cleveland, Marla Campbell is majoring in English. During her four years at Kent, she has acquired a long list of honoraries. She is treasurer of Theta Sigma Phi—women’s professional journalism honorary, secretary of Phi Alpha Theta—history honorary, secretary of Laurels—senior women’s honorary, and a member of Cardinal Key. Marla has been president of Lotry hall, on the AWS executive board, chairman of the Conference on Religion, and a New Student Week leader. She is also a member of the Psychology club.

Mario Pisanelli

Mario Pisanelli, known as “Pazon,” has made a name for both himself and Kent State university by being placed on the second team All-Mid-American conference. For four years he has played on the Kent intercollegiate football squad and was co-captain in 1958. Mario is a health and physical education major from Wadsworth. He is a member of Delta Upsilon, Varsity K, and the HPE club. In Stopher hall he has served on house council as chief justice of the Judiciary board and currently is athletic counselor.
"BUT I'M NOT a commuter. It's Christmas vacation, and everyone's going home," this student might be saying as he stands surrounded by his luggage. This typifies the inevitable four year conflict between commuters and seven-day-a-week campus residents.
'59 class broke tradition

It seems like only yesterday the Class of '59 arrived at Kent for Freshman week. This class has the distinction of breaking tradition by not having to wear dinks. Frankly, they weren't necessary. The usual "green look" plus blue and gold megaphones made the Frosh quite obvious to teasing upperclassmen. Orientation and informal affairs mixed with exhaustion and homesickness.
Homecoming is a big day

First impressions are often lasting, and Homecoming 1955 was no exception. The night before was a buzz of activity with competitors working frantically to complete their displays. Stuff that crepe paper, and twist that wire! The big day was characterized by returning alums, clever house decorations, an exciting football game, and dancing in a packed gym.

F O R T Y YEARS of waiting in lines for the necessities of college has developed indefatigable standing ability. The Booster booth was taken down permanently last year.
It’s always time to register. Many times the seniors have argued with advisors, waited in lines, had schedules changed beyond recognition, and faced the white cards. The new style cards are half the size of the ones used three years ago, pictured above.

Freshmen rush, pledge

"Should I or shouldn’t I?" Almost every freshman asked himself this question before winter quarter rush. Those who decided to “Go Greek” hopped a ride on the merry-go-round of rush parties and smokers. Weeks of excitement and decisions, waiting and hoping followed. Anxious rushees wondered how any group could want them. But they did, and pledge pins were sported.
Russell N. Certo
Jamestown, N.Y.

Jacqueline L. Chabot
Bolivar

Christine C. Chappell
Ravenna

Gerald E. Chappell
Ravenna

Richard G. Chappell
Ravenna

Kenneth H. Childs
Akron

Patricia L. Childs
Akron

Claudette J. Christen
Canton

Carol J. Clark
Cleveland

Barbara A. Clarke
Kent

Edward N. Clarke
Cuyahoga Falls

Doris K. Clayton
Richmond Heights

Charles R. Clemens
East Cleveland

William C. Clites
Kent

Patricia A. Coleman
Fairport Harbor

Rodney M. Collier
Canton

John P. Collins
Dayton

G. Dennis Cooke
Kent

Ronald H. Cope
Cuyahoga Falls

Madeline A. Coove
Lakewood

George R. Crawford
Minerva

H. Karl Crooks
Northfield

Susanne E. Cook
Ravenna

John R. Cutchfield
Akron

Neill E. Culbertson
Wooster

JoCarol R. Cundiffe
Akron

Theodore Cunningham
Rocky River

Francis B. Curtin
Cleveland

Theodore Curtis
Akron
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Pork Barrel is variety

Then came Pork Barrel—laughter, lyrics, love, and social pro. The annual variety show ran for two nights that year. To get standing room, people streamed toward the auditorium hours early. Some of the frosh weren't sitting but rather performing. While stumbling across the stage, they were hoping to make good at possibly their first entrance into college activities.

FEET AND ARMS fly in all directions when University men and women borrow cafeteria trays and take to the front campus hills for winter sport. Skillful sledding is required to remain on trays while dodging trees and curious children.
Soon the class of '59 became sophomores and were tagged with the "wisdom" which accompanied their advancement. Growing, too, was the University. Two new dorms were built that year. Before their completion, students moved in. There were no shower curtains, no cafeterias, little furniture, and—most crucial of all—no telephones. However, life did go on.
CAMPUS CONTOURS change as new dormitories are constructed on former golf courses and lawns. Johnson Hall, whose skeleton is shown here, is only one of the several new buildings that have been on the KSU campus less time than this year's graduating seniors.
THE CARILLON BELLS first sounded over the University in the spring of 1957. Donated by John A. Flork, an alumnus who died in Korea, and the classes of 1957, '58, '59, and '60, the Carillon bells and speakers are located in the Administration building.
Carillons were installed

Bells, bells, bells, bells! They drove the campus crazy at first—playing anytime, drowning out professors, interrupting conversations, and making heads ache. After much testing and regulating, the Carillon bells, which the 59er's helped buy, were dedicated on Campus Day 1957. Today they are an accepted part of campus life, adding to the atmosphere of Kent State university.
Sharks club stages show

In the spring Sharks toured the world in water ballet, comedy, and color. Memorial pool was tempting with its clear water and diving boards. Then the audience saw the diving exhibition. On second thought, they really didn’t care for swimming that much. Braver souls signed up for swimming classes, but the lot of most students scheduling HPE’s was fencing or modern dance.
THE MALL, the center of campus life and activity during the day, transforms into a different picture when classes and meetings are finished. At night it is deserted as students, relaxing after the day's work and studying for tomorrow, stay in the dorms and houses.

Moms spend a weekend

Mom-Me weekend was inaugurated during the sophomore year. Mothers came from home to live for two days like their coed daughters. Moms were jaunty at the pajama parties and climbed into upper bunks like old pro's. Fashion shows, introductions, parties, and fraternity serenades crowded the weekend while mothers plus daughters crowded dormitory rooms.
Time becomes precious

Cries of "No time" or "When will I ever get this done?" became increasingly louder. Lists of things to do grew longer. Meetings were continuous. It was the junior year. The biggest tragedy would have been a missing appointment book. Activities and honoraries mounted, convincing class members that only imagination made them believe the first two years were busy.
More dormitories go up

All the time the campus was growing and changing. The golf course and grounds, previously favorite spots for strolling, were sites for new dormitories. Greek groups moved across town in search of larger houses. Even the library sprouted a new addition with a high-fidelity sound installation in the lounge. Plans for more buildings neared completion.
THE BEAUTY of the front campus was temporarily disturbed in spring, 1957, as construction began on the library addition. It was opened this fall in time for the seniors to enjoy using the attractive furniture, open stack system, and the spacious modern lounge.
THE HUB with its blaring music, rattling trays, and everchanging murals serves as a meeting place, social center, and study room.

Even the busiest students take time for an occasional coffee break or a "hub-sitting date with friends as these girls are doing.
Frosh team is undefeated

A "crack" freshman basketball team in 1958 focused everyone's attention, even that of females, on sports. The initial interest lasted, and crowds began to follow the games. The frosh made themselves well known, on and off campus, by pulling through the season with an undefeated record. School spirit began diffusing through the green walls and creeping in the windows.
Another long, white winter was over, and it was once again spring quarter. The campus was turning green as grass popped up, and trees sprouted leaves. Attitudes seemed to change with the season. The class of '59 found this, like all spring quarters, full of activity—May Day relays, Rowboat Regatta, NTFC, Campus Day, plus all types of individual enjoyment.

At the first sign of spring sun, coeds don shorts and bathing suits and march off to the sun decks to acquire that golden tan. Classes are cut, and assignments ignored.
CONSTANT AND RAPID GROWTH are symbolized in this poetry of construction. This year's seniors have never viewed the campus as undergraduates without seeing this or similar signs of progress. Such scenes are so common as to go practically unnoticed.

Juniors present J-Prom

Planning and decorating for the Junior prom involved work, worry, and fun. "Underwater Fantasy" was the theme chosen for the annual event. Dancing, refreshments, entertainment, and awards were the order of the evening. Pam Johnson and Joe Gorman were recognized as outstanding juniors. Others received certificates for their service to the Class of 1960.
KSU's enrollment climbs

The class of '59 returned as seniors. They, underclassmen, and new students comprised a record breaking enrollment. Figures rose to 6,646 day time students, 1,040 Saturday and evening students, and 21 day time foreign students. For the first time there were not enough student mailboxes to go around. And seniors planned their schedules carefully.
School spirit runs high

It wasn't necessary to manufacture spirit the fall of 1958. Pep rallies were a combination of singing, optimism, laughter, and pride. Students were particularly impressed with the football team’s surprise win over Bowling Green. Topping the gridiron season, Trevor Rees was named Ohio “Coach of the Year” in a vote conducted by Ohio’s college football coaches.
PERSONS WHO SERVE on campus committees find the Union lounge a convenient meeting place for planning activities and smoothing out problems. All day the room, with its many sofas, is crowded with students — relaxing, studying, or socializing.
ACTIVITIES FAIR was added to the list of Freshman week activities this year. Its purpose is to acquaint new students with Kent State organizations. Colorful booths and displays formed a circle around Wills gym, the center of which was used for dancing.
Election outcome is a tie

The power of one vote was effectively demonstrated to the seniors during the fall elections. The race for the class presidency ended in a tie vote. The candidates, Paul Ricciuti and Frank Lopane, had the choice of flipping a coin or a special election. The latter was chosen. In another exceptionally close race, Lopane was elected to the position.
Dads, too, are honored

Dad’s day closely followed the opening of school. The football game was exceptionally colorful, being preceded by Greek chariot races. During halftime a special band show was presented for the Dads. Mr. Joseph Tirpak Sr. was KSU’s representative Dad. Some fathers were even seated in the card section. Hashing cards at the call of a code number.
That inevitable time is fast approaching — closing hours. Seniors have watched the blinking dorm lights signal the witching hour after a variety of activities. L.-r., Margherita Cerrato and Bob Birney bid each other goodnight in front of Terrace Hall.

It’s time for graduation

Four years almost finished! No, it doesn’t seem possible! Seniors must remember to turn in those applications for graduation. But then, there’s plenty of time to do that. What? It’s time to get measured for a cap and gown? So soon? Which line is the right one to march in? Congratulations? Oh, thank you. The Class of ’59—KSU alums.
BEING VERY UPPER upperclassmen this fall, the seniors enjoyed observing the freshmen raking leaves on the front campus. However, all was not work as the frosh — if not buried in leaves first — munched on doughnuts for extra energy.
organizations
One part of the extra-curricular face of Kent State University evolves around its numerous organizations. The groups to which the individual student belongs vary, and his interests are truly indicated by his selection of membership.

Each group trains the person to follow and to lead, developing his latent capabilities. Working and dealing with fellow members as well as those outside the group becomes an educational experience valuable in its own right.

Meetings and projects, formal and informal, instill a sense of dependability. Active membership requires participation, which in turn leads to cooperation.

Each organization at Kent was established for a purpose. These purposes range from professional advancement to honoring persons who are outstanding in specific fields.

Probably no educator would doubt the value of these organizations in their contribution to a well-rounded education. Training for living and working with people is never considered an impractical use of spare time.
The student governing body of KSU is Student Council, composed of 38 members elected by the students. It is the legislative branch of the Student Government association and makes or approves appointments of eligible students to all student or student-faculty committees or positions.

Other aspects of Council are making recommendations to the administration on matters of student welfare, supervising elections, organizing the freshman class, receiving and acting upon petitions from students, supervising all student government personnel and activities, and cooperating with the faculty in supervising activities financed in part by student activity fees. It also selects the finalists for Miss Kent State, Duke of Kent, outstanding junior man and woman, NTFC director, and the K-Book editor.

The president of Student Council exercises executive power within Student government. Prof. Paul Kitchin is the group's advisor.

SHOWN IN their new office are Student Council officers for the 1958-59 school year, l.-r., Pam Johnson, Treas.; Kathy Lange, Vice Pres.; Bev Law, Sec.; and Joe Gorman, Pres.

STUDENT COUNCIL, l.-r., row 1: Tom Norman, Wayne Wyles, Janie Thomas, Bill Lahl, Sue Carney, Ralph Myers, Pat Flint, Pete Gev, Sally Brownfield, Sue Usher, Row 2: Gail Vacha, Jo Brothers, Barb Barto, Nova Wyrick, Julie Chesnutt, Bob Brunswick, Bob Nelson, Arlene Chetubini, Kay Houser, Renee Roche, Jane Evans. Row 3: Janet Snyder, Muriel Lundv, Marty Kane, Ken Johnson, Marty Schmidt, Bob Michael, Marty Fair, Ray Moore, Jim Hamlin, Pat Chadwick. They represent the Kent State student body.
REPORTING AND ASKING for suggestions from Student Council on academic affairs is Barb Barto, senior class representative. Council meetings are held every Wednesday in 207 Union. Any student may attend and view Kent State's student government in action.

A CONTROVERSIAL subject arises at Student Council meeting. President Joe Gorman selects representatives to voice opinions.

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE Mary Jane Thomas reports on the findings and recommendations of the queenship committee.
Two-Court system

Traffic court settles cases involving student traffic violators. Students who wish to contest tickets have an opportunity to appear before the court. Their opinion on a case is final.

High court handles controversies involving student government disputes between different campus classes and organizations. All impeachments are handled by the court unless its members are involved.

Women’s recreation

Under the Women’s Recreational Association sponsorship, sororities and independent women’s teams compete in basketball, volleyball, and softball leagues. WRA organizes other athletic and non-athletic games and sponsors Sharks club, Orchesis, and Square Dance club.

Each spring two rotating all-sports trophies are awarded to the group having accumulated the highest number of points in intramural competition.
Social committee

Social committee, a body of students and faculty members, is responsible for the organization of some of the biggest campus social events.

The social committee has official jurisdiction and supervision over all student social functions — both on and off campus — which are sponsored by the students or organizations. The committee's control is exercised through the provisions in the social code, which was just recently revised.

Homecoming and Campus Day are the feature events of the University social calendar. A good deal of behind-the-scenes work done by social committee is involved in making these events successful. Meetings for all organizations are held to explain the rules of the social code. Handling arrangements for parades, queen judgings, seminars, speakers, trophies, and chaperones are a few items for which the committee is responsible.

Social committee is constantly working to improve the social program of Kent State. Balance is sought in the program so that all students will have equal opportunity to participate in an enriched type of social life, and campus spirit will be stimulated.
Associated Women

Every woman student entering KSU automatically becomes a member of the Associated Women Students, the governing body of Kent coeds. The AWS executive board is composed of representatives from the classes, women’s dormitories, and various organizations; it makes and acts upon the regulations for all University women. These rules are published yearly in the Kent Coed. They are enforced by the Inter-dormitory council and the dorm House Councils.

Each spring AWS sponsors a Mom-Me weekend, during which Mom relives her college days. At the AWS-sponsored Rebellion ball, the girls and fellows switch roles, with the coeds doing the inviting, escorting and paying. AWS and the Men’s Student association co-operate to produce Pork Barrel each winter quarter. New faculty members are honored at a tea held by AWS. The group also holds parties for off-campus women each quarter and a reception for commuters.

Executive board members present the requests, opinions, and ideas of the Kent coeds to the board representing Kent State women.
Men’s Student association

The only universal men’s group on campus, Men’s Student association was formed in 1952 from the old Men’s union. All men regardless of college or field are automatically MSA members.

Composed of representative officers and members elected by male students during spring quarter, MSA’s purpose is to help male students by providing a functional social service.

The executive committee which governs MSA is popularly elected from each class.

MSA representatives are selected on the basis of leadership, character, service, and scholarship—the goals of the association.

The group annually sponsors the Beard Growing contest, Freshman week preview, and Senior banquet.

Pork Barrel, consisting of skits prepared by the campus organizations and presented during winter quarter, is co-sponsored by MSA and the Associated Women Students. MSA and AWS also co-sponsor the annual President’s banquet.

Mr. Benjamin McGinnis serves as campus advisor to the Men’s Student association.
Freshman class

Traditional New Student week activities were held as 2228 members of the class of 1962 filled out class schedules, attended freshman mixers, met President Bowman and learned the Alma Mater.

Class spirit and enthusiasm were high as the freshmen assisted the ground crew in the third annual leaf rake. Although leaves remained at the end of the day, the class enjoyed lending a helping hand while enjoying a social get-together.

Preparing to take an active part in the functions of the student body for the next four years, the freshman class participates in a variety of activities.

The sound of popular “rock ‘n roll” was heard in the Portage room of the Union as the freshmen presented their first record hop.

Fraternity and sorority rushing played a prominent role in the social functions of class members. Numerous mixers held in Wills gym also kept them busy.

The “tittering twenties” of England were portrayed by the freshmen in their play, “The Boyfriend.”

Before Christmas vacation the class took part in the traditional tree lighting ceremony on front campus.

Mr. Gerald Hayes of the Dean of Men’s staff is class advisor. Committees have been formed to prepare for celebration of the University’s Semicentennial.
Sophomore class

Among the year’s activities of the sophomore class were the presentation of a Sophomore night during the winter quarter.

Comprised of skits presented by the class and featuring Betty Maycock, Junior Olympic title holder from Lakewood High school, Sophomore night was designed to boost school spirit by encouraging the entire class to support athletics.

It is hoped that this tradition will be continued by sophomore classes of the future.

Social events for the class of 1961 include sponsorship of student-faculty teas. The first, held during Mom-Me weekend, honored all university students participating in the weekend activities. The second was primarily to promote sophomore-faculty relations.

Concessions at Top Hop were handled by the class. Participation in Campus Day and the sending of season’s greeting cards to faculty and administrative personnel were other projects of the class.

One of the outstanding features of the sophomore class was its participation in varsity athletics.

Committees have been formed to prepare for observance of the University Semicentennial.

The new class advisor is Mark Anthony from the Dean of Men’s staff.

OFFICERS ARE, L-r., Roger Tremaine, Treas; Judy Bowman, Sec.; Jim Hamlin, Pres; and Ellen Malacky, Vice Pres. Though the functioning of the sophomore class is under their guidance, cooperation of all class members is needed to effectively execute plans.
Details need to be clarified before a junior class meeting. Junior class members looking into the situation are, l-r., Row 1: Arlene Cwynar, William Lahl, Joan Thatch, and Carole Thomas. Row 2: Ralph Meyers, Joe Pinney, William Richards, John Bowden.

Junior class

"Dedicated to the development of human resources," the motto of Kent State University during its Semicentennial year, is also the motto of the junior class, directed by Roland D. Patzer.

The class plans to commemorate the Semicentennial include preparation of a time capsule containing the year's editions of the Daily Kent Stater and the Chestnut Burr. Also enclosed will be trophies for the Campus Day and Homecoming queens.

The class plans to prepare and distribute license tags bearing its motto during the forthcoming year. It uses the official seal that appears on the University stationery. It is a chestnut leaf and burr, around which is written "Kent State University Semicentennial 1910-1960."

Using "1910" as their theme, the juniors sponsored the annual J-Prom on April 10.

As freshmen, the class inaugurated the annual leaf-rake and Christmas tree lighting ceremonies.

Bill Lahl has served as class president during his sophomore and junior years.

During its last year at Kent, the class will be working to contribute to the Semicentennial celebration and maintain the high standards of leadership and scholarship it has shown for three years.
Music, Speech

Participation in KSU's music and speech activities, for personal or professional interests, helps the individual to develop and expand his natural capabilities.

Whether the activity is a public performance or a practice session, the participant develops a talent to a high degree. It is a face of creation. For those who hope to make a career of this ability, it proves to be a valuable practical experience.

Musically, the vocal and playing groups give concerts various times throughout the school year. Not only are there campus appearances but they extend to the area and farther.

Speech includes both the theatre and public speaking. Many University theatre productions are presented during the school year. They range in type from the traditional drama to comedy.

The public speakers host visiting collegiate speakers and travel to other schools to compete.

This is just another category of extra-curricular activity which adds to the individual's growth.
Kent State band

Kent State's marching and concert band is an all-University band, and membership is not limited to persons in the music department.

Edward L. Masters is serving his second year as bandmaster, and the 75-piece band plays for many northeastern Ohio schools. In the spring the band hosts a competition among the area high school bands which is held here at the University.

After the football season, during which time the band marches, the group becomes more formal by presenting a winter and spring concert. On Campus Day a pop concert is given.

Another band service after football season is the student-organized pep band that plays at the home basketball games.

In honor of a former bandmaster, the Roy D. McCall Memorial trophy was presented for the second time in 1958. The outstanding woman and man in band are chosen annually by members to receive the trophy.
CONCERT BAND members at Kent State University spend a good deal of time in practice sessions. Members are chosen on the basis of interviews, auditions, previous records, and recommendations. The organization presents many programs at nearby high schools.
Kent Koraliers

Kent Koraliers is open to all Kent State women interested in music and choral singing.

A program at Christmas and a spring quarter-concert are presented by the Koraliers. Directed by Dr. Ralph Hartzell, the group often sings at student recitals.

The ensemble of 10 Koraliers sings at functions in the surrounding area. Songs of the University will be recorded by the Koraliers for the Semicentennial.

Men's Glee club

The Men's Glee club presents a concert spring quarter for the University. Directed by Mr. Louis Krch, the group serenades the women's dormitories and sings at high schools and various off-campus events.

Organized three years ago to obtain the enjoyment and pleasure of singing together, the Glee club is open to any man on campus. The group is hoping to purchase identical blazers for all members.
Madrigal singers

Madrigal singers, an ensemble of advanced students directed by Robert Foulkes, sing madrigal literature here and in surrounding communities.

The Madrigal singers participate in many of the school of music programs. Each year they co-operate with the University A Cappella choir and the University orchestra to produce the Christmas presentation of Handel’s “Messiah.”

A Cappella choir

One of the most active musical groups on campus, the A Cappella choir makes a real contribution to the life of Kent State University.

The choir, open to all students by audition, performs a cappella literature in local concerts and on tour. Under the direction of Robert H. Foulkes, the group has achieved a favorable reputation and has been admired by music critics in northeastern Ohio.
Oratorio guild, directed by Robert H. Foulkes, emphasizes a training function in the study of cantatas, anthems, and oratorios.

Orchestra, open to qualified instrumental performers, studies and prepares numbers from standard symphonic literature for concert programs.

Twenty years ago, a small group of music-minded citizens formed the Kent Civic orchestra. As University students and faculty members joined its ranks, the group became the Kent State Civic orchestra.

HANDEL'S "MESSIAH" is presented by the combined Oratorio guild and orchestra, directed by Dr. Krich. The program is presented annually during the Christmas season. Oratorio guild is similar to A Cappella choir except that it is smaller and practices fewer hours. It is composed of members of the University choirs, the orchestra, and residents of the city of Kent and presents numerous programs at the University throughout the school year. To complement the programs, soloists frequently appear on the program.
Forensics

The Buckeye Forensic union is open to all students interested in debate.

The group competes with debate teams from colleges throughout Ohio and the nation and has placed in numerous meets. It participated in the Women's State tournament at Capitol University and the Ohio State University Forensic meet. It also hosts the annual Buckeye Invitational Debate tournament.

Pi Kappa Delta

Pi Kappa Delta, founded in 1934 on the KSU campus, is the national forensic honorary.

Members of the Buckeye Forensic union become eligible for membership in the honorary after meeting certain standards of participation and scholarship.

Each year Pi Kappa Delta co-sponsors with Laurels the campus Leadership conference. Dr. James Holm is advisor to the group.

Members must be in debate and attain specific scholarship standards.
Alpha Psi Omega

Originating at Kent in 1930, Alpha Psi Omega is a national dramatic honorary open to students who participate in theatre and drama activities.

Social events include a tea for freshmen, trips to Akron and Cleveland plays, a Christmas party, and a banquet honoring graduating seniors and alumni.

University theatre

University theatre is open to all students interested in drama and stagecraft.

Some of the productions this year were "Anastasia," "The Boyfriend," "The Lark," "Alice in Wonderland," the children's play; "A Clearing in the Woods," studio theatre drama; and "The Lady's Not for Burning."

UNIVERSITY THEATRE members are, l.-r., Row 1: Earle E. Curtis, Louis O. Erdmann, William H. Zucchero, Bedford Thurman, Bruce McClelland. Row 2: Joan Butterfield, Paul D. Barnard, Charles Kurtak, Russell L. Kaiser, Allan Wagner, Saundra Simmons. This organization presented a variety of plays throughout the school year. Among the plays were "Anastasia" and "The Lark."
Media

A major part of living is communication with fellow men. In these pages are found a few major examples of student-operated means of KSU communication.

Their purposes are mainly to keep the campus men and women informed, using the local angle. People who are specializing at the University in dealing with these media of communication are given the responsibility of working according to the standards established in their particular field.

WKSU-FM is the voice of the campus. Its staff of technicians and announcers presents a variety of programs during the week.

The daily written word on campus is represented by the Daily Kent Stater. This is the campus analogy of the daily newspaper.

The Chestnut Burr serves as the permanent record of a year's happenings at Kent State university. Here are the graduate's memories in book form.

In essence it is a two-fold operation—students gaining a skill while meeting the needs of the campus.
Saturdays Night finds, l.-r., Jim Miller, Scotty McMaugh, and Dave Eberhard transmitting basketball action in the Kent-Miami game to fans at home. Could that be a Miami fan sitting at the left end of the gym’s broadcasting bench. Kent came out victor.

HANDLING CONTROLS are, l.-r., James Hawkins, Louis Bushfield, James Miller, and Don Deemer—University station’s chief engineer.

ANNOUNCERS ARE, L.-R., Louis Bushfield, Dave Eberhard, Don Deemer, John DeGroot, Jim Hawkins, Dave Heller, Jack Carson. Their duties range from news to special programs.
WKSU-FM

WKSU-FM, "The Community Voice of Kent State university," has been operating since 1950 and is piped into the dormitories by a special wiring system.

Under the direction of the school of speech, the station is a product of some radio courses initiated into the University speech curriculum some 20 years ago by Prof. G. Harry Wright. It is a member of the National Association of Education Broadcasters.

An outstanding annual presentation of the station is the "KSU Quiz," in which representatives of various campus groups compete for a trophy.

THE WOMEN'S STAFF plans programs appealing to coeds. L-r., Lynne Loushine is on Coed's corner. Marilyn Nohava is staff head, and Joanne Ulrick broadcasts Children's corner.

THE ENGINEER pushes the button on the panel of controls and gives the signal—the young lady's program is now on the air.

STAFF ANNOUNCER Jim Popiel pauses a moment to check over the day's time schedule of programs before he goes on.

PLANNING SHOWS and tending to paper work are, L-r., staff heads Pat Collins, Sally Bennett, Roger Luscombe, and Lynne Loushine.
STATE STAFF members are usually journalism students who are interested in acquiring more practical experience by working on a University publication. Staffers come in to the Stater office between classes, stay until the last possible minute before the cafeteria closing time, and spend many evenings at the Commercial Press, or "print shop," where the Stater is "put to bed" each night.

STATE STAFFERS—l-r., Joe Nigg, Barb Carter, Larry Martin, Frank Quine—oversee the work of Clarence, make-up man.

Daily Kent Stater

Last spring the Daily Kent Stater won first place in newswriting in the Ohio College Newspaper Association competition. The paper copied ten other awards at the OCNA convention.

Students from every college in the University are members of the staff even though the publication is a lab for journalism students.

On the wall is painted the motto, "Nothing Short of Right is Right," which was suggested by Mr. William Taylor, chairman of the school of journalism.

Last spring's editor, Marvin Katz, had his expression, "There is a difference between journalism and responsible journalism," added to the wall. These mottos serve as standards for members of the staff.

Terry Jenkins was fall quarter editor. Glen Lincicome took the editorship winter quarter, and Frank Quine was in command this spring quarter.
"Where are you heading—down to 'the hole'?" "Yeah, want to come along?"

It may sound like the sinister interchange between two underworld characters, but in reality it's only a conversation between two Burr workers. And in a way they are "underworld characters," because their job is done in the battered Burr office located in the basement of Kent Hall.

Here the Burr staff members pound their typewriters, develop pictures, sip Hub coffee, and complain about deadlines. They spend many of their evenings here, their weekends, the hours between classes, and sometimes even cut the classes themselves to get the work done. They sweat to meet the ever-pressing deadlines, remaining positive that the book will not possibly be finished before Christmas of 1960.

Somehow, though, it was completed and on time. So here—a combination of frustrations, late hours, hard work, and the fun and comradeship that came with them—is the result, the 1959 Chestnut Burr.
EDITORIAL STAFF—l.-r., Athena Daniels, Pat Alsau, Irving Gersten, Miki Collins. The staff spent long hours on the hook.

Mary Mesquita
Administration Editor

Jim Jeffords
Fraternity, Sports Editor

Jane Schrimer
Activities Editor

Donna Vassos
Organizations Editor

BURR PHOTOGRAPHERS—l.-r., Jerry Frankhouser, Jim Joines, Jim Ansley, Tom Schley, Bob Birney—shot miles of film.


EDITORIAL STAFF—l.-r., Beryl Criss, Marcy Castelli, Nadine Holovac, Jim Hastings—raced to meet the ever present deadlines.
Advisors, Burr Business

Working as hard as any staff member to put out the book, and to put out a good book, was Edward Cliney, the Burr advisor.

Mr. Cliney edited the Chestnut Burr himself in 1952 and was thus familiar with many of the problems encountered by the staff. This was his second year as advisor to the Burr.

A 1953 graduate of KSU, Mr. Cliney has his MSJ degree from Northwestern University. He is an instructor in the KSU journalism department.

Finishing his fourth year as Stater advisor is William Fisher. He received his AB degree from Franklin College and his MSJ from Northwestern, and is an associate professor in the journalism department. He and Mr. Cliney encourage student independence.

While the editorial staff worked on the subject matter of the Chestnut Burr, Walt Fanz and his assistants handled all financial and business affairs. The business staff was in complete charge of the advertising section. In addition, they handled the organization contracts, distributed the 1959 Burrs, paid all bills, and stocked the office with yearbook supplies.

BUSINESS STAFF of the Burr was, l-r., Row 1: Ray Fritinger, Mike Derweiler, Dick McCrudden. Row 2: Dick Rambeck, Bob Simon. They assisted the business manager, Walt Fanz, with the financial aspect of the 1959 Chestnut Burr.

BUSINESS MANAGER of the 1959 Burr was Walt Fanz, a business major from Parma. Walt had his share of frustrations and headaches over the book and seems to have spent a large portion of his senior year down in the yearbook office.
Military

Today the military face is not only a part of life in general but a portion of campus living everywhere.

At a time when preparedness is basic in the United States' social structure, the armed forces have found their place on college campuses over the country. Through this program men are trained to serve as officers upon graduation. At the same time they are able to complete college work without interruption.

Every young man who enters the University has the opportunity to participate in the ROTC program. However, to become a certified officer in the armed forces, four years of hard work and competition with others is a necessary element.

Conditions similar to those found in the services are established on campus. Men learn to lead others in a military situation.

At Kent a young man can ultimately become a commissioned officer in the army or the air force. From this initial preparation they progress, becoming defenders of a great world power.
Arnold Air society

Arnold Air society is a national professional and social honorary for air force cadets.

Formerly closed to all but upperclassmen participating in ROTC, it is now open to freshmen and sophomores also. Members must attain a 2.25 accumulative average and 2.5 in military science courses.

Captain Edward Puffenbarger serves as advisor to Arnold Air society.

Each year the group participates in several field trips to air force bases in the eastern states. Members and cadets look forward to these trips as the excursions serve as training missions and count toward the flying hours of the individuals.

The society holds dances at the Youngstown Air Force Base Officer’s club frequently. It also held a dance this year with Scabbard and Blade and Pershing Rifles at the Ravenna Arsenal and co-sponsored, with other ROTC organizations, the Military ball given annually at Meyers Lake, Canton.

Gold and blue colors and service ribbons decorate the uniforms of Arnold Air Society members.
Air Force ROTC

The Air Force ROTC was established at Kent State in 1951. The program is designed to prepare young men for positions of command and to develop in them the knowledge and characteristics of an officer.

Having completed requirements, graduates are eligible for a second lieutenant's commission in the United States Air Force.

LOCATING STRATEGIC points on the globe are, l.r., Gary Kuchle, David Heller, Jack Watson, and Lt. Col. Louis Stokes. This is characteristic of training received in the ROTC.
Members of this organization receive training on handling themselves in modern warfare combat situations through various activities like mock battles and bivouac.

Members of Pershing Rifles, national honor society, is Company K, first regiment. The local group was organized October 29, 1949. Lt. Col. Robert Dalrymple is advisor.

The members, outstanding ROTC men, strive to meet their honorary's standards — to develop future leaders, both military and civilian.

Pershing Rifles attempts to maintain a standard of excellence. The basic purpose of the honorary is to provide a background of proficiency in drill and leadership. It teaches good students to be good soldiers.

The organization is able to give its men a sample of actual warfare by utilizing tactical information and field programs. Mock battles and drill meets are a part of the present ROTC program.

The insignia of Pershing Rifles is a blue and white braid worn over the left shoulder.

The group, along with Scabbard and Blade and Arnold Air society, sponsored a dance at the Ravenna arsenal this year. Other activities were participating in flag-raising ceremonies at campus functions and taking an active part in planning the annual Military ball held at Meyers Lake ballroom in Canton. Company K chooses a coed as an honorary sponsor each year.

OFFICERS OF Pershing Rifles are, l.-r., Phil Kiraly, 2nd lt.; Arnold Brabender, 1st sgt.; Gareth Jones, 1st lt.; Richard Higgs, capt.; William G. Jelinek, master sgt.; Geza Vegvary, 1st lt. PR receive training for proficiency in military drill and leadership.
Scabbard and Blade

The local chapter of Scabbard and Blade, M company, 8th regiment, was founded in 1912.

A national military honorary fraternity training men for officers' positions in the United States Army, Scabbard and Blade was founded at the University of Wisconsin in 1904.

Membership qualifications are based on scholastic excellence in military science courses. Only junior and senior men enrolled in the advanced ROTC program are eligible for membership. They also must have a 2.5 accumulative average in ROTC.

Lt. Col. Neil Wilcox is advisor to the some 40 members of the organization.

To give members a better understanding of the army, lectures are held at the meetings, and films are shown. Specialists in various fields tell about their work as related to military activities.

Every other year National Day is observed. This year it was held on March 17. Representatives of the national group placed a floral bouquet on the tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Each chapter held its own ceremony.

A rifle team is one of the many activities of Scabbard and Blade. Others are banquets, parties, the Initiation dance, and the Military Ball.

The members also form saber arches for the Homecoming and Military Ball queens.

Outstanding cadets are recognized and honored by the honorary, hence aiding to develop and preserve the essential and necessary qualities of good officers.
Religion

Religion is adequately provided for the Kent State student. Away from home, the college youth discovers many different denominational groups ready to serve his religious needs.

Through the collegiate's contact with campus religion a deeper understanding is created of the role religion will play in future life, after college days.

Discussions and study of religion don't end with Sunday's get-together. During the week coffee hours and informal gatherings are held at the various houses or other meeting places. Weekend retreats are frequently held by the different groups. Also many formal meetings are part of the week's program. On the lighter side, formals and dances are sponsored during the year.

The campus religious advisors are prepared to serve the groups as well as the individual student who finds himself in need of personal counseling and conferences.

Religious participation is an individual decision but open to all.
United Christian fellowship

The United Christian Fellowship hopes to keep the Christian gospel a living reality for Kent State university students. It also tries to provide Christian fellowship, counseling and worship for all of its members.

The eight protestant denominations represented in UCF are Baptist, Congregational, Disciples of Christ, Episcopal, Evangelical and Reformed, Evangelical United Brethren, Presbyterian, and Universalist. However, any student, regardless of religious affiliation, may join the group.

Weekend retreats are held during fall and spring quarters. Projects and services form a large part of the activities, which are designed to give busy students opportunity for meditation and discussion.

To supplement the foreign student aid fund, the group sells sandwiches and ice cream in dormitories and some sorority and fraternity houses.

The group is a part of the United Student Christian council and is advised by a full-time Protestant minister, Rev. R. Dean Short, former pastor of Fidelity Baptist church in Cleveland.

UCF maintains a United Christian Fellowship house at 112 Wilson Avenue.
AT THE TENTH Anniversary dinner, l.-r., Jane DeChant, Rev. Dean Short, and Sue Nighswander discuss UCF's growth at Kent.

MAKING USE OF the record player to provide entertainment are, l.-r., John Butler, Katy Yukl, Larry Goodlin, Larry Dixon, and Karen Yansen. Students can be found anytime relaxing at the United Christian Fellowship house.

OFFICERS OF UCF, l.-r., Pauline Sweeney, Sec.; Robert Huber, Treas.; Rev. Dean Short, Adv.; Roger Lovell, Vice Pres.; and Sue Nighswander, Pres.

LISTENING TO THE evening's speaker are, l.-r., Elaine Emerson, Mary Deisman, and Katy Yukl.
Sigma Theta Epsilon, founded in 1949, is a fraternity for Methodist men that promotes service. The group participates in several University functions and takes part in Wesley house functions with their female counterpart, the Kappa Phi's.

**OFFICERS OF Sigma Theta Epsilon are L-r., Larry Carpenter, Treas.; Burt Bartram, Pres.; and Jim Hamlin, Vice Pres.**

Sigma Theta Epsilon

Founded in 1949, Sigma Theta Epsilon, Methodist men's fraternity, has brought ten years of service to the church, University, and community.

With headquarters in the Wesley house, the chapter is active in civic welfare and other service projects. Motto of the group is, "We are workers together with God and through the church."

Members serve as ushers for Sunday worship at the Kent Methodist church. The group is active in Wesley house functions in cooperation with Kappa Phi, Methodist women's sorority. Each Easter a "Meal in the Upper Room" is held by members of the two groups. Founder's Day weekend is observed by the group during the spring quarter each year.

Socially, the group holds an annual Sweetheart dance each winter quarter with Kappa Phi. Members are active in University functions and participate in the independent division of Songfest. Cooperation with other religious groups is stressed by the members of Sigma Theta Epsilon.
Kappa Phi

Kappa Phi is the national service sorority for Methodist women. It was founded at the University of Kansas in 1918. The Alpha Lambda chapter was installed on Kent's campus in 1948.

Kappa Phi pledges have a training period before they are activated. Merits are earned through service to their church and sorority.

Each year Kappa Phi sponsors a party for the Goodwill Industry of Akron. Goodwill is a program for handicapped people.

The members travel to other universities during the year to attend meetings. This year they took part in a weekend conference at Ohio university which was held during the Thanksgiving recess.

The women co-sponsor several projects with the Methodist men. One of these programs, “Meal in the Upper Room” is held each Easter. The service is silent except for a ritual led by the Wesley director and the minister of the Methodist church in Kent.

An all-Protestant Thanksgiving service is another activity planned jointly by the two groups.

Kappa Phi holds their annual Sweetheart formal during winter quarter with the men of Sigma Alpha Theta, their brother fraternity.

Each June senior members of the sorority are honored by a special breakfast.
MEMBERS OF WESLEY Foundation find time for some relaxation and an informal get-together. Gathered around the Monopoly board, Weslevites seem to be very much absorbed in the game and observe the latest move with mixed emotions.


Wesley Foundation

The Wesley Foundation's purpose is to provide ministerial consultation and encourage Christian fellowship among its members.

Wesley is supported by the Methodist church. It was founded on campus in 1927. The center is open to members of all faiths.

As a member of the Ohio Methodist Student movement, the Foundation is represented at conferences throughout the state.

Lectures, discussions, and a variety of social events are part of the activities which the Foundation holds. Members also participate in Bible study, work groups, intramural athletics, choir, and dramatics. They publish their own newspaper.

During New Student week Wesley invites freshmen to the center for an open house where the members can get acquainted with the new students.

The members have coffee hours and discussion groups at the Foundation each week. On Sunday they hold a cost supper at the Methodist church.

Weekend retreats are held at a camp in the neighboring area during the fall and spring.

This fall misfortune hit the Foundation when the Wesley house at 511 East Main street burned. The fire completely destroyed the interior of the house, but no one was harmed in the blaze. Most of the organization's activities centered around this house. Plans for rebuilding the house are now underway. Wesley members are now using the Methodist church as a meeting place.
Eastern Orthodox

Members of Eastern Orthodox Fellowship try to further and create a better understanding of Orthodoxy and to promote religious, educational, cultural, and social activities on campus.

The local chapter is a member of the Eastern Orthodox Fellowship of the state of Ohio.

The group's members welcome new Orthodox students on campus at a coffee hour at the beginning of fall quarter. EOF was also represented at the first AWS-MSA Activities fair.

Akron university and Hiram college EOF members were guests of the local chapter at a fireside chat held on the Kent campus.

The main project for the year is organization of fellowships at Bowling Green, Miami university, Western Reserve, and Case. A quarterly Divine Liturgy or vespers service and spring picnic are held.
Newman club

Newman club is the Catholic church on campus, with the aim of applying Christian thought and principles to the problems of the campus community.

The group derives its name from John Henry Cardinal Newman, convert and educator of nineteenth-century England, who envisaged a program of Catholic education for Catholics at non-Catholic colleges.

Many opportunities are made available to students for active participation in the religious aspects of campus life. Daily mass is celebrated in the Union; instruction classes are offered; corporate communions are held once each month; and field masses are held frequently in the spring.

On the social side, a weekly coffee hour is held at the Newman center at 312 DePeyster street, where students gather to recite the rosary, drink coffee, and listen to a weekly guest speaker. Included also are mixers, picnics, fireside chats, an annual Mardi Gras costume dance, and several formals.

Father Daum, who has been the advisor to Newman club for several years, is kept busy by his job. In addition to performing his official duties for the Church, he is also a mother, father, and just all-around “Good Joe” to the KSU students.

Plans are being made for the student center groundbreaking during the Semicentennial year.
Hillel

Hillel is a national organization for Jewish students. The local B'nai B'rith Hillel counsellorship was formed in March, 1953.

The group is devoted to religious, cultural, and social fellowship. It hopes to promote fellowship and understanding among members of the Jewish faith and with the members of the other religious denominations active on the campus.

The organization's various programs include cultural and social events. Lectures, discussions, speakers, movies, and informal get-togethers are held during the year. Sabbath services are conducted for the students every Friday evening.

Meetings are held every Thursday night in the KSU Student union. Many informal get-togethers are held during the school year. Every Jewish student on the KSU campus may become a member of Hillel.

Hillel's counselor is Mr. Leslie Flaksman, Dr. Martin Baron and Dr. Lawrence Kaplan are campus advisors.
Gamma Delta

Gamma Delta is the international association of Lutheran students. It is governed by the Lutheran students of the Missouri Synodical conference and open to anyone who wishes to join.

Associate or new members must complete a service project of 51 points in order to become active.

LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION members, l.-r., row 1: Pastor O. Franklin Johnson, Carol Norberg, Ann Miller, Dave Roach, Edith Lawrence. Row 2: Vivian An, Marjorie Anderson, Margaret Maloney, Catherine Troeger. Membership is open to all.

Lutheran students

A versatile program is the aim of the Lutheran Student association. Activities are organized to provide for worship, study, service, evangelism, and recreation.

Students, faculty, and the congregations of the two Kent Lutheran churches get together at the annual Town and Gown dinner.
Religious council

The coordinating unit of campus religious organizations is the University Religious council. All religious groups are represented on council.

URC establishes the committees for the Conference on Religion which is held each year to emphasize religion's place in college life.

Conference on Religion

The Conference on Religion, sponsored by the University Religious council, was held from January 25 to 29. Its purpose was to confront faculty and students with resources and demands of religious faith.

Member organizations of URC are the initial planners and supporters of the event.

Many luncheons were held during this week of religious conferences at Kent State University. The noon meetings were usually held in the Student Union and were comprised of the speakers, faculty, and students who had assisted in organizing the COR.
COR speakers discuss the scope of religion today

Chief among the purposes of this year's COR was that the outcome would lead to a clearer understanding of the crucial problems of human survival in the mid-twentieth century. Further, just what can religion contribute to the solution of these problems?

This week of religion on campus attempted to seek out the larger meaning of religion in each academic discipline, and to recognize the importance of religion as a basis of integrity throughout every area and stage of life today.

Many University organizations by endorsement and financial support contributed to COR.

SATORU KAWAI, a Japanese student, discusses the revival of Buddhism in a class. He also conducted a similar evening seminar.

CAMPUS RELIGIOUS leaders and the visiting speakers were kept extra busy during the week-long KSC conference.

THE MENNONITE REVIVAL singers held a concert on the fourth day of the Conference on Religion. Many of the singers in the group either were or are students at Kent State. Joseph Overt Holt directed the Mennonite singers for the evening presentation.
Education at Kent is not limited to the classroom. Several clubs and groups offer the student experience of a practical nature.

Some of the clubs are organized with professional objectives in mind, and others are formed for personal and general interest.

In each group the purpose is mainly one of service — service to the University and to the individual members as well.

In the professional groups, a person must be proficient in his field to become a member. Many of these organizations are collegiate branches of a national organization. They strive to advance the standards of their field among the collegiate members, whereby these members will continue according to professional ideals upon their graduation.

The honoraries recognize students for their superior attainments in their field and in general. Other organizations are held together by a common interest among the members.
With "Serving I Live" as their motto, Blue Key members strive to uphold the high standards of the University and the principles of the United States.

Membership in Blue Key, which is a national service fraternity, requires that the male student have an accumulated point average above the all-men's and junior or senior standing. Also, members must possess leadership qualities, a record of service to the University, and participation in numerous campus activities.

Blue Key members sponsor the annual publication of the Blue Book, a student directory, which the members sell "newsboy" style. The directory contains the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all KSU students, faculty members, and administrators.

Blue Key also co-sponsors Penny Carnival with Cardinal Key, women's national service honorary. Profits from the activity are used to provide three annual scholarships and to finance the Penny Stater fund, which sends Daily Kent Staters to ex-KSU students who are serving in the armed forces. Membership in Blue Key is one of the highest honors a man at KSU may attain.
Cardinal Key

Service to the University is the aim of Cardinal Key, national women's service honorary. Membership in this organization is one of the highest honors a Kent State coed can achieve.

Members of the group are women outstanding in scholarship, leadership, and character. They receive training in leadership.

Each year Cardinal Key presents a scholarship to a girl graduating from high school. The recipient is exempt from tuition. Penny Carnival, co-sponsored by Cardinal Key and Blue Key, provides money for the scholarship plus other group activities.

The Cardinal Key Womanhood award is presented to an outstanding senior woman each spring on the basis of leadership and academic standing.

The group participates in various University functions. Cardinal Key and Blue Key members compose the Campus Day queen's court each year.

Pledging of new members is held during fall and spring quarters. Eligibility for membership requires a 2.6 accumulative average.
Laurels

Laurels, senior women's honorary, is a local group which plans eventually to affiliate with Mortar Board. Requirements for membership include scholarship, leadership, service, and character.

One of its major purposes is to promote a feeling of loyalty to Kent State University, and to advance the spirit of service and fellowship among university women. The group's projects evolve around this.

Some of the Laurels' projects are co-sponsoring the All-Women's assembly, co-sponsoring the annual fall Leadership conference, serving as transfer leaders during New Student week, holding a program for transfers, arranging coke chats with foreign students, serving as hostesses for many University affairs, and holding an annual breakfast for alums on Homecoming morning.

Girls are tapped for membership into Laurels during spring quarter. At the same time an award is given to the outstanding sophomore woman.

Dean Margaret Forsythe has served as the group's campus advisor this fall. Other advisors are Mrs. Roger Shaw and Mrs. Charles Keith.

Girls are tapped for membership into Laurels during spring quarter. At the same time an award is given to the outstanding sophomore woman.

Dean Margaret Forsythe has served as the group's campus advisor this fall. Other advisors are Mrs. Roger Shaw and Mrs. Charles Keith.
Phi Epsilon

Phi Epsilon, organized here in 1958, is a local sorority which hopes to be recognized by Panhellenic council by spring quarter.

The group presented a food basket to a needy Kent family last Thanksgiving and made favors for hospital trays at Christmas. Miss Helen Medley is advisor.

The Ivies

The Ivies, organized locally in 1957, hope to affiliate with Alpha Kappa Alpha. The group strives to cultivate and encourage high scholastic and ethical standards among college women.

As a service project, it makes scrapbooks for mentally retarded children at the Happy Day school.
Theta Sigma Phi, women's professional journalism honorary, strives to raise the standards of journalism and working conditions for women in that field.

Locally the chapter co-sponsors Rowboat Regatta, holds an annual Matrix Table banquet and a series of professional meetings.

The KSU Public Relations Undergraduate association is composed of public relations students and others interested in this field.

Presently the group's project is publicizing KSU's 1960 Semicentennial. Various feature articles will be sent to area channels of communication.
Sigma Delta Chi

Sigma Delta Chi is the oldest, largest, and most select professional organization for men in the field of journalism. The undergraduate chapter was established at KSU in 1952.

To become a member of Sigma Delta Chi, a person must be a junior with a high academic standing. In addition, he must work on student publications and desire to enter journalism as a career.

Last year the local chapter ranked fifth in the nation as to the percentage of graduate members who are presently engaged in journalism.

Sigma Delta Chi sponsors various projects during the school year. In the spring they handle Rowboat Regatta, one of Kent's traditional activities.

The group avails itself to local high schools which feel need of assistance on their student publications. Coordinated with this project, they published a handbook for high school publications. The handbook serves as a guide and reference book.

When the high school press day is held, members assist as student speakers and organizers for the day. They set up and plan for the chief news story.

The group holds dinner meetings with speakers frequently during the year. In the spring they sponsor the publications banquet, at which time awards are given to outstanding students in journalism.
Management society

The Society for Advancement of Management is the recognized national professional organization of management in industry, commerce, government, and education. The pioneer in management philosophy, SAM has been dedicated to the advancement of management and of management men ever since 1912.

The basic objectives of the University program are to bring closer together executives in business and students preparing to go into business; to serve as an effective medium for the exchange and distribution of information on the problems, policies, and methods of industry and management; and to provide college students with the opportunity to participate in the organizing, planning, directing, and controlling of the business activities of such an organization.

The Kent chapter was originally chartered in February, 1948. Last year the charter lapsed, but the group was rechartered February of this year.

Some of the projects include job placement assistance, industrial tours, one-day conferences, the showing of industrial films, and speakers from industry. At the group's annual banquet, an outstanding student in the business management field is named.

BA students with a 2.5 accumulative average are eligible for membership in their sophomore year.
Phi Gamma Nu

Founded at Northwestern university in 1924, Phi Gamma Nu was established at Kent State university in 1951. It is a national women's business honorary.

An applicant for membership must have a 2.7 cumulative average, a total of 60 hours, nine hours of commerce, and a business major. Presently the group has 21 members and two honorary members.

Phi Gamma Nu was organized to encourage school spirit and participation in school activities, to further academic study, and to promote standards of high scholarship. Two annual scholarships are presented by the national organization.

The Phi Gamma Nu Scholarship Key is awarded to the senior woman majoring in commerce who has the highest scholastic average.

The other honor is received by a chapter rather than an individual. The chapter which has the highest cumulative scholastic average for the preceding year receives a scholarship cup.

There are speakers at each meeting who generally discuss some phase of business. Miss Louise Wheeler serves as advisor.
Kappa Delta Pi

"To encourage high professional, intellectual, and personal standards and to recognize outstanding contributions to the field of education" are the aims of Kappa Delta Pi, education honorary. Established in 1935, it is one of the oldest honoraries at Kent.

Each fall the Educational Leadership convocation is held. This meeting ends with an evening banquet. During spring quarter an Honors Day tea is held, which pays tribute to students who have an accumulative average of 3.5 or better.

Meetings are held every month and are organized around some aspect of a significant issue involved in professional education. The meeting is composed chiefly of a discussion session.

Advisors to the Kent chapter are Dr. Donald Ferguson and Dr. John Durance who are affiliated with the Department of Education.

APARENTLY ENJOYING some educational reading are, l.r., Marilyn Nohova, Kenneth Dornbush, Linda Behm, and Vivian Salvador.

KAPPA DELTA PI members make use of the opportunity to have an informal get-together after their meeting. Relaxing are, l.r., John Ceil, Arlene Pratt, and Wesley Penrose, who seem to be enjoying an interesting topic of conversation.

RELAXING TOGETHER after the meeting are, l.r., Joyce Povlacs, Sonia Galay, Barbara Evans, and Eleanor Verdic.

OFFICERS are, l.-r., row 1: Betty Drozdowski, Treas.; Jackie Chabot, Pres.; Janet Cernohorsky, Vice Pres. Row 2: Marcia Smevak, Asst. Rec. Sec.; William Stollar, Historian; Maureen Ahern, Corres. Sec. These executives plan the club's monthly meetings.
LOOKING OVER some history and ethics of the organized teaching profession are, l.-r., Ann Hoffman, Adda Bogun, and Ellen Chaney.

PINNING A NAME tag on a high school student attending the quarterly SEA-sponsored High School day is Audrey King.

STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, l.-r., row 1: Beverly Novak, Donna Appleby, Anne Smith, Nancy Valek, Nancy Headleshot, Jane Miller, Jackie Graber, Alice Drotar, Patricia Prekopy, Janet DeLauter. Row 2: Nancy Miller, Joyce Kerch, Valerie Bovard, Margaret Maloney, Marilyn Bohla, Carolyn Poling, Dick Horn, Mary Kortis, Audrey King, Erika Wendt, Janet Kurtz, Betty Myers. Row 3: Peggy Hoskins, Barbara Karte, Sandy Zarlengo, Ron Leeseberg, John Crutchfield, Ed Ely, Richard Bambeck, Sally McKinney, Linda McKain, Elizabeth Julian. This is one of KSU's largest groups, and it familiarizes students in education with their profession.
Student educators

A better education for the children of tomorrow is the concern of the Student Education association. Its members represent all phases of education from early childhood through elementary and secondary to various types of special education.

Among the services of SEA are guiding prospective KSU students around the campus and answering any questions they might have about college at the high school days which are held once each quarter. The group also entertains underprivileged children at their Christmas party each year.

SEA tries to acquaint students with the ethics, history, and program of the organized teaching profession. The members attend various professional conventions and workshops. In addition, they receive two professional magazines - the "National Education Association Journal" and "Ohio Schools."

The group also tries to develop among young people who are preparing to become teachers an organization which shall be an integral part of the state and national education association.

SEA is one of the newest organizations on the KSU campus. Organized in 1956, it has grown to some 200 members, one of the largest groups at Kent. Miss Anita Crist is the group's advisor.

The group gives members a chance to see the work of students on other campuses.
Association for Childhood Education works for youth

The Association for Childhood Education, an internationally recognized group for the education of children, is the "conscience of the public."

Prominent among ACE's aims is the desire "to work for the education and well-being of children." Some of the several other purposes are the promotion of desirable conditions, programs, and practices in the schools; raising the standard of preparation and encouraging continued professional growth of teachers and leaders in this field; and informing the public of the needs of children and how the school program must be adjusted in order to meet these needs.

ASSOCIATION FOR Childhood Education, l.-r., row 1: Roberta Norton, Karen Kocher, Gerry Shull,sec.; Ellie Fretas, V. Pres.; Marilyn Perrine, Pres.; Carol Kolta, Joan Malecki, Gerry Gill. Row 2: Colleen McGee, Marie Garl, Sandy Zarle, Marilyn Marie, Peggy Klingaman, Judy Schill, Nancy Kole, Marcia Breuer, Cate McAllister, Beth Schultz. ACE is an international group for the educators of children. One of its aims is to promote education around the world. Members of this group meet with their sister organization in Akron to share ideas. Each year the graduating members are honored at a Senior breakfast. The first purpose of the club is to work for the well-being of children. Geraldine Craig and Florence Davis are advisors of the group.

ASSOCIATION FOR Childhood Education, l.-r., row 1: Marilyn Anderson, Marilu Miller, Marilu Seifert, Pat Roszman, Shirley Bosha, Sonja Rees, Jan Davis. Row 2: Barbara Welser, Jeannine Beagle, Barbara Toth, Mary Jo Sticht, Dottie Simmonis, Ruth Stroup, Ticas, Marlene Kohler, Marcia Murtland, Janet Glavic, Carol Septer. Members of ACE strive to raise the standard of preparation and encourage the continual professional growth of teachers and leaders in the field of education. The group gathers ideas to discuss and use from prominent speakers in the field of education, movies, and nationally-known teachers' publications. When they graduate, members will try to inform the public of needs of children and adjust programs to fit these needs.

William Craig, Joel Lerner, Tom Hair, Dick Medne. Since the group is a continuation of earlier service through Boy Scout work, most of the members are former Boy Scouts or are at present assisting in some phase of work with the Boy Scout organization.


Alpha Phi Omega

With the motto "Leadership, friendship, service," Alpha Phi Omega has been serving the KSU campus for the past 11 years. It is not an honorary, but a service group. There are almost 300 Alpha Phi Omega chapters in the United States.

The group's four-point program consists of service to the community, University, country, and itself. Consequently, members may be seen doing numerous chores around campus. They seek to make the ideal of service a reality to college men.

This group is a carry-over from Boy Scout experience in high school. Membership may be obtained by any male student having previous Boy Scout training. Members represent every field of learning.

One of the best-known, most fun-filled activities of the group is its sponsorship of the annual Quartet contest. Some of its other projects are caring for the Victory bell, which it constructed; assisting local Boy Scout organizations; sponsoring the opening all-University mixer; and providing other desired student facilities.

Hoping to promote closeness with other groups, the KSU chapter frequently participates in activities with other Alpha Phi Omega chapters from colleges and universities in this area.

The desire to be of service is the guiding principle of all the members.
Orchesis

Both men and women who are interested in expression through modern dance are eligible for membership in Orchesis, national modern dance honorary.

The group presents an annual dance concert and takes part in high school assemblies. Members also engage in choreography and committee work.

Pi Omega Pi

Pi Omega Pi, national honorary fraternity for business education majors and minors, selects members on the basis of scholarship, citizenship, and service.

Each year the group sponsors a picnic for Kent's underprivileged children. An annual Christmas dinner is held at the home of Dr. Lewis, advisor.

The group attempts to give business education majors and minors additional and extensive practical experience in their field. In the course of a school year different projects are undertaken.
Delta Psi Kappa

Delta Psi Kappa, physical education honorary for women majoring or minoring in the field, requires its members to have a 2.5 accumulative and a "B" average in all physical education courses.

Stressing scholarship and participation, Delta Psi Kappa's motto is "sound mind through sound body."

HPE club

Promoting professional interest and stimulating better student relationships through recreation is the purpose of the HPE club.

Members of the club are HPE majors. Their meetings are highlighted by speakers and discussions of the various aspects of the field.

Several intra-club activities are held during the year.
Industrial Arts club

Members of the Industrial Arts club are drawn together by a common interest in designing, building, and planning. Majors and minors in industrial arts are eligible for membership.

During the year members work on art exhibits, house designing, and woodworking. These projects give the students an opportunity to develop their creativity and practical work under the critical guidance of instructors in that field. Extra criticism is gained from the judgment expressed by students who view the exhibits displayed in the Industrial Arts building.

Further knowledge of industrial arts is gained through the organization’s meetings. Guest speakers and films are frequently part of the program, and members demonstrate new machinery. Each year Kent delegates attend a state-wide convention.

The group sponsors various social activities during the year. Members attend banquets and picnics with other campus organizations. Highlighting the club’s social program is an annual spring formal.

Epsilon Pi Tau

Epsilon Pi Tau, honorary fraternity for industrial arts students, was organized to promote skill and proficiency among its members.

The group's interest centers around demonstrations, movies, field trips, and lectures involving material relative to their majors.

Geological society

Members of the Kent State Geological society seek to further scientific interest and activities in the field of geology. Membership requires five hours of geology or an interest in the subject.

The society schedules field trips and meetings at which speakers discuss geological topics.

OFFICERS, l.-r., row 1: Ray Moore, Treas.; Frank Pliszka, Pres.; Fred Holman, Vice Pres. Row 2: Paul Ricciuti, National Pres.; Raymond Robinson, Sec. Activities are directed toward the professional field to add to the experience of student architects.

Student Architects

The Student Chapter of American Institute of Architects was established at KSU in February, 1955. Its members are bound together by their interest in the profession of architecture. The group directs its activities toward the professional field by acquiring noted speakers, taking field trips, and holding dinner meetings.

The organization strives to further the understanding and acquaintanceship between students and professional men in the field. They also work to advance the general public's understanding of architecture.

Membership in the student chapter is the first step in obtaining membership in the American Institute of Architects. Many Kent graduates are presently junior, associate, and corporate members.

Paul Ricciuti, who was president of the local chapter last year, is president of the Association of Student Chapters American Institute of Architects for the second consecutive year.

The Bachelor of Architecture degree, a five-year program, was established at Kent last year.
Chemical society

The Chemical society fosters professional interest in chemistry through meetings and activities. Locally, the chapter visits chemical industries in Northeastern Ohio and hears lectures given by professional specialists in the field. The group is student affiliated with the American Chemical Society.

Kappa Omicron Phi

Kappa Omicron Phi, home economics honorary, is dedicated to the promotion of better living. Members work on cooking and sewing projects, attend fashion shows, and hear home economics speakers. Highlights of the year’s program are the Buddy picnic and the Christmas dinner.


Promoting student participation in physical education and uniting the varsity athletes, athletic department, and club alumni are the aims of the Varsity K club.

An athlete who earns a varsity letter automatically becomes a member of the club. Dislocated collar bones and bruised shins are not membership prerequisites, but most of the KSU athletes seem to acquire them at one time or another.

The club was organized by Merle Wagoner, athletic director in 1927. Its original functions were holding dances and organizing the first KSU Homecoming.

Varsity K has seven honorary members. Among them are two women, Mrs. Doris Kot, a secretary in the athletic office, and Dr. Elizabeth Leggett, a former Kent State university physician.

Defunct during World War II, the group was reorganized in 1946 by Trevor Rees.
Golden-K serves as Kent State's official booster club

Golden K is a service organization which supports the official programs of KSU and Student Council and furthers the University's community spirit.

Working K's are the group's pledges who must prove their willingness to work for the betterment of the University. They make signs to advertise coming athletic events and encourage school spirit.

Card shows and much of the other entertainment at athletic events have been provided by Golden K. It also sponsors the cheerleaders; provides money for care of the mascot, Golden Flasher II; provides hosts and hostesses for University gatherings; sometimes decorates the gym for Homecoming, Campus Day, and Top Hop dances; and sells dunks and Homecoming mums.

Golden K has helped finance various athletic groups in their projects. In the past they have sent the swimming team to Florida during Christmas vacation, and last year they sent one of Kent's outstanding sprinters, Andy Bajcsa, to an AAU meet in New York's Madison Square Garden.

Plans are in the making for a rotating 'victor's trophy to be jointly paid for by Western Michigan and Kent. The winner in a football or basketball game between the two opponents will have the honor of retaining the trophy until a game is lost.

Representatives of 11 campus organizations are active in Golden K.

In January a banquet is held to honor the new members of Golden K. Mr. Roland Patzer is advisor.

OFFICERS, L. to R., row 1: Sally Bennett, Treas; Charlotte Frozo, Sec.; Beverly Law, Vice Pres; Row 2: Dave Prok, Rally Chairman; Hank Webber, Pres; Marilyn Nohava, Hostess. They are executives in charge of school spirit.
Delta Omicron

Striving to raise scholarship standards and promote the progress of American music and women composers on the American scene, Delta Omicron was organized on Kent's campus in 1954.

Membership in the national professional music fraternity is limited to music majors and minors.

Phi Alpha Theta

Phi Alpha Theta, national history honorary, requires members to have junior standing and 18 hours of history with a 3.0 in that field.

Organized at Kent State University in 1938, the group established the "Dr. John Popa scholarship award" to honor a former history professor.
Aeronautical Science

Interest in aviation motivates KSU students to join the Student Chapter of the Institute of Aeronautical Science, organized here four years ago. Students are affiliates of the professional group.

IAS's purpose is to aid the interchange of technical ideas among all aeronautical engineers.

Flying club

A yearning for the "wild blue yonder" can be satisfied at Kent State by membership in the Flying club, one of the first of its kind to be chartered.

Through it, undergraduates and faculty members have a chance to fly at a minimum cost. The only requirement is the sincere desire to fly.

Home Economics club

The Home Economics club has the distinction of being the largest club of its type in Ohio and the oldest organization on the KSU campus. Projects of the group include a Buddy picnic to welcome freshman women, a Christmas dinner for members, and a brunch honoring seniors in the spring.

WELCOMING FRESHMEN and upperclassmen to school, the Buddy picnic was held this fall on the lawn of Home Management house.
Dormitories

When the new freshman arrives, the first thing that becomes familiar to him is the place he is to live during his college career.

Kent State University, a relatively young school, has three new living units to facilitate its increased enrollment, and plans call for more dorms.

There are five dormitories for women and two for men. These furnish on-campus housing for more than 1800 students.

The physical structure of these dorms is a familiar part of the campus face. It is also integrated into each of the other campus faces.

The dorm dwellers work together as a unit, entering campus competitive events. They are like a family, which is extra-large, living in a huge house. They work, study, and relax together—a big part of dorm life.

The dorms are not only concerned with room but provide meals for their residents. Engleman and Moulton residents, not having their own cafeterias, are divided to share the facilities of other dorms.
Verder still remains Kent’s newest, occupied dorm

Named for the first dean of women, Verder is the newest women’s dormitory on the KSU campus. Residents first moved in during the fall of 1956. At that time the coeds lived temporarily under inconvenient conditions. Telephone service, light fixtures, closet doors, and a cafeteria were missing.

The inconveniences were soon eliminated, and residents were living in one of the most modern dorms on campus. However, the cafeteria was not opened until the fall of 1957. Previous to that the students ate in the Terrace hall cafeteria.

Verder houses approximately 375 women. There are a few single rooms, but the majority are equipped to room three occupants.

To reach the campus more easily, Verder residents last fall acquired a walk and steps between Engleman hall and the tennis courts. The dorm is located on Midway drive where two new dorms are being built.

Socially, Verder has an annual Christmas Date Night dance and a winter formal. They participate in Pork Barrel, Homecoming, Campus Day, Rowboat Regatta.

Each Christmas the residents of Verder hall prepare baskets for needy families in the area.

Mrs. Esther Kern is resident counselor. Assistant counselor is Miss Edith Herrington.
NO MATTER where you are, you can’t escape washing and ironing. L.-r., Billie Gaylord, Carolyn Gest, and Carol Zannos take advantage of the modern utility room in Verder hall. Irons and ironing boards as well as washers and dryers are supplied for the girls.

WHEN THE books filled with knowledge become a strain, L.-r., Lillian Kohler, Carolyn Chance, and Diane Straits focus their attention on items that make for lighter reading. Many newspapers and magazines are provided in dorms.

WATCHING TELEVISION provides a pleasant distraction for, L.-r., Jerry Rogers, Larry Saunders, Roberta Triplett, Liz Ryan, Judy Gayle, Peggy Wood, Mary Beth Cooper, Peggy Mathew, Joan Racklin, Matoulia Cheleka. Television sets can be found in all dormitory lounges and are usually going full pace. The residents of the dorm as well as their friends are free to make use of the sets at all times. Wonder if there are many problems deciding which show to watch or if everyone is in favor of the Western heroes.
Engleman hall boasts dormitory spirit and cooperation

MAKING USE of one of Engleman hall's ever-busy telephones as Marcia Aex curiously lends an ear to her is Lilijana Janulis.

JOAN WALLACE and Carol Wilson, l.-r., settle down to the serious side of college — studying to pass those courses.

TAKING A BREAK in the lounge, l.-r., Janice Smith, Sandra Kettering, Judy Visentinier, and Eleanor Clark smile for the photographers. Engleman hall is the only dormitory which has a second floor lounge opening onto an adjoining outside terrace.
Most rooms are single

Originally used as an upperclass dormitory, Engleman now houses girls from all classes. Most of the residents live in single rooms, but are found much of the time in the lounges. The smallness of Engleman has made it a popular housing unit.

The vine-covered building is shaped like a W, and it has several distinctive characteristics in its structure. The second floor lounge leads to an adjoining terrace on the hill outside. It is also the only campus building which is connected by a tunnel to the student union building.

Living in a small dorm, the girls band together for dorm activities. Corridor parties, date parties, and an all-dorm formal round out the social calendar.

Engleman participates in all campus activities, frequently bringing home trophies. Last Campus Day they placed first with their "Teahouse of the August Moon." They also take part in Homecoming, Pork Barrel, Rowboat Regatta, and May Day relays.

In addition to the group activities, the women of Engleman hall are found active in individual campus projects, and they boast many campus leaders.

Mrs. Ruth Thompson is resident counselor this year. Her assistant is Pat Vanden Avond.
Lowry is smallest dorm

The smallest and oldest dorm on campus, Lowry hall houses 140 girls and is situated above Moulton hall on Hilltop drive.

Lowry's residents plan and participate in many activities throughout the year. Last year they sent a Christmas basket to the Kent Welfare Department to be given to two needy families in this area. They also hold various mixers throughout the school year, and an annual dormitory formal.

Lowry's size doesn't seem to handicap it when it comes to winning trophies. Lowry residents took a second place trophy for their Homecoming entry, "Have Shoe, Will Trample," and last year won first place in Homecoming decorations with their explanatory display which was titled, "I'm In-Salted."

A new look at Lowry was provided by the addition this fall quarter of an International center. Students and teachers from 32 foreign countries congregate here. Conferences dealing with problems of the international members are held, and plans for future cultural programs are discussed.

Lowry is the only dormitory on campus that does not count its women for lateness. Since the fall of 1950 Lowry has been on the honor system, under which coeds are on their honor to sign in honestly.
LINDA ELLIOTT tries to learn the new hula hoop fad, which has been sweeping the country as well as the campus. Looking on with amusement are her coaches, l.r., Elaine Geraci, Jacquelyn Yen, Claudia Oehlke, Eleanor Dye, Betty Karnan, and Janice Cameron. 

FOREIGN STUDENTS living in Lowell are, l.r., Gail Mari- anas, Terry Pattakou, Myra Rakewicz, and Juta Laijamas.

JACKIE YEN gets a trimming from l.r., Chris Ruffner and Denise Sparlin. Are you sure you want your hair cut, Jackie?
Moulton has friendly air

Friendliness is the key word in Moulton hall, the second oldest dormitory on campus. Built in 1917, the hall was named for Edwin Moulton, former president of the board of trustees.

Housing over 180 girls, Moulton is located at the bottom of Hilltop drive. The atmosphere is relaxed and inviting. Year after year, coeds choose to return to the battered corridors and unpainted walls rather than live in one of the more modern dorms.

Moulton is active in campus activities, participating in Homecoming, Pork Barrel, Campus Day, and Penny Carnival. Last year Moulton placed second in Pork Barrel with their "King Midas and the Golden Touch." For the second consecutive year the dorm took first place in the independent women's division of Penny Carnival. May Day relays and Rowboat Regatta find Moultonites in the midst of activities.

The hall is equipped with a music and recreation room, carpeted lounges, and a private television lounge. Resident counselors of Moulton hall are Virginia Gleason and Margaret Church.
TAKING TURNS quenching their thirst at a handy drinking fountain in their corridor are, l-r., Patricia Conley and Barbara Thomas.

QUELLA COUCH learns the technique of sewing from, l-r., Bev Krichbaum and Ann Kibler who willingly lend a hand.

PAT CHADWICK, Liz Mulhern, and Leilani Simcox, l-r., find that pauses from studying for gables or fun help the evening pass more quickly. Pat appears to be the unsuspecting victim as Liz plans some dirty work enlisting the help of a toy poodle.
Terrace is largest dorm

Terrace hall, KSU's largest women's dormitory, is located on a hill overlooking Terrace drive. The X-shaped structure houses 720 coeds.

When Terrace was first opened in 1954, it operated as two separate dormitories—North Terrace and South Terrace. Both dorms were united in the fall of 1956 under Jacqueline Olsen.

Terrace's cafeterias serve Terrace and Engleman coeds each day, while Verder residents also eat there during weekends.

Two recreational rooms are available for the use of Terrace residents and their friends. Both rooms are equipped with a television set, piano, ping pong table, tables, and couches. These rooms are also used for working on the dorm Homecoming decorations, Pork Barrel rehearsals, Songfest practices, and the Campus Day float.

Social events for the residents include the annual formal, record hops, Christmas parties, card clubs, and dress-up dinners.

The dormitory is contemporary in design and suited to modern living.
BARBARA PETIT, Patty Gunion, and Sue Beighley, l-r., gather at the bulletin board to work on their "contemporary card" design.

FROM THEIR third-floor room, l-r., Marilyn Seifert and Carroll Wachtel, holding her favorite teddy bear, wave to friends on the opposite third-floor wing. The picture windows afford a good view of the other sections of the dorm and the surrounding campus.

WHILE STUDYING and listening to records, l-r., Juanita Thompson, Peggy McMahon, and Sue Evensen enjoy a snack.
Largest executive staff

Housing more than 700 girls, Terrace hall has the largest residence staff of all the dorms. Executive director of the dorm is Miss Marjorie Roush. Mrs. Harriet Barrett and Miss Marilyn Hicks are resident counselors. Serving as assistant resident counselor is Miss Rose Marie Fulmer. Miss Audre Durbin completes the staff in the position of graduate counselor.

DONNA VASSOS, Athena Daniels, Sandy Garrison, Anita Henson, and Aliki Collins discuss the day’s happenings while eating.

DECORATING. A palm tree for Pork Barrel are, l.-r., Kay Beaton, Jan Loth, Norina Sayu, Barbara Chojncki, Linda Bashor, and Marion Furman. The palm tree added effective atmosphere to Terrace’s South Sea skit, “Paradise Lost.”

JACKIE TATOUR, Betty Lou Black, Darlene Schmidt, and Marilyn Miller, l.-r., listen to some popular “mood music.”

WAITING THEIR TURN to be served in the Terrace cafeteria line are, l.-r., Ok Suk Lee, Eleanor Borsch, and Karen Yansen.
Stopher was the first men's dormitory built at Kent

The first men's dormitory to be built at Kent, Stopher hall is located on a hill overlooking the campus. The 260 residents are kept busy sponsoring various dorm activities and entering campus events.

The seven corridors of Stopher have been glamorized with the names of movie stars such as "Ava" and "Betty." Stopher residents enjoy a spacious cafeteria enclosed with glass and four comfortable lounges which offer facilities for studying, playing ping pong, watching television, or just plain relaxing. Above the cafeteria is a terrace where dances are held.

Stopherites sponsor an ice breaker for the freshmen, exchange dinners with the women's dormitories, spring and winter formals, and a barbeque for graduating seniors. They also sponsor an annual Christmas party for underprivileged children. The residents have numerous other projects, including the social and athletic activities on campus such as Songfest, Homecoming, Campus Day, Pork Barrel, and intramural athletic activities. This year they won a first-place trophy in the independent men's division of Pork Barrel.

Stopher was constructed in 1949 and is situated near the Memorial fieldhouse.
Johnson opened in 1956

Johnson hall is the newest men's dormitory at Kent State University. Opened in the fall of 1956, the hall was named for one of the University's original faculty members, the late John T. Johnson.

Coming to the University in 1912, Johnson served as Dean of the Faculty. He was also the director of science and photography.

Johnson was formerly called Stopher B, and is connected to Stopher by the kitchen and dining room. It was used mainly as a freshman dormitory during the first year after its opening, but it now has both freshmen and upperclass students.

Housing about 340 men, Johnson is part of a long-range program to provide housing for the male students on the campus.

Johnson residents participate in the various University competitive events. They have taken first place in Pork Barrel and Campus Day floats and won the all-University sports trophy.

Head resident counselor of Johnson is Ron Birt. Assistant resident counselors are Coiet Sims, Sorrel Logotheris, and Tom Shields.

Johnson hall residents participate in the various University organizations, and the dorm is represented in University competitions such as Homecoming and Campus Day.
TYPICAL STUDENTS: L.t., Joe Gottfried, Jan Younger, Diana Lardas, Ahki Collins, Glenn McCull talk rather than study.

SMASHING THE BALL back to John Baver is John Dillon. The students are playing in a Johnson hall recreation room.

CARD GAMES are popular at Johnson. Concentrating are L.t. Dave Worcester, Chuck Conconi, Barry Jones, and George Miser.

JOHNSON RESIDENTS find time to enjoy some modern jazz and the appeals of Julie London in a private jam session. L.t., Charles Everhart, Larry Hitch, and John Dragash are appraising one student's record collection in a dorm room.
greeks
As Greek masks vary in mood and expression, so does Greek life at Kent.

Bound together by a desire for interesting and lasting friendships, the social sororities and fraternities work together as well as compete with each other.

Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils are the self-governing bodies of the sororities and fraternities respectively. Representatives from each group jointly establish standard rules and act accordingly to handle any infractions.

Greeks are active on campus, participating in all University-wide events. In addition, they are active within their groups—not only socializing, but always encouraging scholarship, leadership, and character.

At Kent the Greeks live in their respective houses which provide a home-type atmosphere. Through this small living unit, the members are drawn closer together.

Campus competitive events likewise teach working as a group—yet never destroying individuality. The abstract term “cooperation” becomes reality. In these ways Greek life can add to the college education.
Panhellenic council

Panhellenic council governs the eight sororities on Kent's campus. Each sorority sends two members and its president to compose the council.

Panhellenic aims to establish a high level of sorority-University relations. The group further tries to encourage a high standard of personal development for all sorority members.

During sorority rushing Panhellenic informs both rushers and sororities of the preliminaries and rules to be observed at this time. It also acts upon any infractions of these rules.

Panhellenic publishes "It's All Greek to Me," a pamphlet designed to introduce the various sororities and Greek life in general to rushers.

A rotation system of the officers' chairs assures the eight member sororities of equal representation. Basically it is a system of self-government by which the sororities working together establish their own rules and carry out joint projects.

Advisor to Panhellenic council is Miss Margaret Forsythe, associate dean of women.
Inter-fraternity council

Inter-fraternity council serves as the governing body of Kent State University's 18 fraternities. The membership consists of the president and one representative from each fraternity.

Council's major activity is establishing the fraternities' closed rush program during winter quarter. For the first time this year IFC went into the freshman orientation classes to familiarize new students with Greek life. To further promote rushing, they also publish a handbook, K.S.U. Fraternities.

The group holds a quarterly advisors' banquet and at the spring dinner a trophy is awarded to the outstanding fraternity advisor. IFC also awards trophies to the campus fraternities who are winners in the nine major intramural sports.

Trying something new, IFC this year initiated a program to support civic projects. They contributed to the March of Dimes and World University Service.

Members of Inter-fraternity's executive council traveled to Ohio University to represent Kent at the MAC IFC convention.
AXO’s buy a new house

“Gretchen,” the Alpha Chi’s Model A Ford, has taken a “back seat” this year as the girls concentrated on their newly purchased house with its heated, indoor swimming pool. As the house is located a mile from campus, transportation might seem a problem, but some of the Alpha Chis found a sure solution in the bicycles they’ve been riding around campus.

For the second consecutive year the Gamma Lambda members have earned the first place scholarship award among sororities. In addition, they won the WKSU-FM radio quiz this year. The Alpha Chi’s philanthropic project is aid to the cerebral palsied.

FINDING A QUIET spot for studying in a sorority house isn’t always easy, but Mary Arnen seems to have accomplished it.

THE A CHI O’s were the envy of the campus this year when they purchased a new house with a heated swimming pool. The girls spend many enjoyable hours in the pool, away from the worry of their studies. Here, several sisters participate in a water fight.
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SNOW STORMS were frequent visitors to the campus this winter. Although the snow provided hectic days for commuters, it was just plain fun for those who lived on campus. The Alpha Gam's take time out from studies and other activities to frolic in the snow.
Alpha Gam's sponsor tea

The "bicycle built for two" is a familiar sight around the Alpha Gam house. At least it helps solve some of the girls' transportation problems when it comes to running errands for the chapter.

This year the women of the Alpha Nu chapter did plenty of "running" in planning their annual All University Pledge tea and sponsoring a Christmas party for the retarded children of Kent.

The Alpha Gams also boast attendants to the Homecoming and Rowboat Regatta queens, and officers of Pan-Hellenic and Theta Sigma Phi.

ALPHA GAM pledges, l-r., Sandy Fier, Judy Bichsel, and Nancy Veck, have a good workout cleaning windows—one of the numerous duties assigned to them during their pledge period.
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Alpha Phi's are versatile

"Slap, bang, here we are again," and the "jolly Alpha Phi's" were again found reigning as Campus Day and Greek Week queens. Stressing versatility, the Beta Omega women also held several organizational offices on campus. President of AWS, Panhellenic council, and Golden K treasurer are but a few.

Each year the Phi's sponsor the All Greek formal at Meyers Lake ballroom. The dance has become one of the biggest traditional highlights of KSU's social calendar. Each Christmas the Phi's also give a party for the needy children of Kent. Their philanthropy concerns cardiac aid and the Heart Fund.
Xi's excel in CD songfest

The aroma of spaghetti and meat balls thrills the air each spring when the Alpha Xi's hold their spaghetti dinner as an annual money-making project. Each year the women of the double blue and gold also sponsor a Christmas party for the underprivileged children of Kent, co-sponsor the annual Pumpkin Prom with the DU's, and hold a Rose formal at which their newest pledges are introduced to the Greek world.

For the second consecutive year the Alpha Xi's have taken first place in Campus Day songfest. In addition this year they boast the queens for Varsity K and the annual Military Ball.
JAN GUYETTE, MARION MOORE, Beth Butler, and Joanne Wolf, l.-r., seem more interested in Pat Jaffrin's conversation with Nora DelVaux than in the TV. The rare chance for a moment of relaxation gives the girls occasion to "hash over" the day's events.
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Chi O's drive a hearse

The "Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy" had nothing on the Chi Omega's, whose pledges each year hold a shoe shine in Kent as a money-making project. Shoes, however, aren't the only things that shine around the Chi O house. This year the Chi O women added another trophy to their display by taking first place in the sorority division for Homecoming decorations.

The Chi O's participate in many campus events and sponsor an annual All-University tea for students and faculty members. With "Percy," their 1956 Cadillac hearse contributing his services, the Chi O's are often seen riding around the campus.

KAREN ELLET, Carole Thomas, Carlene Hollingsworth, Bev Reed, Barbara Swee, and Deanna Rongone, l. r., "let off steam" by getting into a friendly tussle. The trophies found in the Chi Omega house are proof of the girls' quality in all forms of competition.
DG's active on campus

"Anchors aweigh, DG. We're setting sail." And the DG’s did just that as they “sailed away” with numerous KSU awards and trophies. Rowboat Regatta and Homecoming queens and attendants, most outstanding junior woman, Burr editor, head cheerleader, and majorette were all honors of the Gamma Epsilon chapter.

In addition, the DG’s held many of the top offices in such campus organizations as Student council, AWS, Cardinal Key, and Laurels. They captured first for their Campus Day float and won the annual Alpha Phi Omega Quartet contest. As a local philanthropy, the DG’s read to the blind students on campus.

STUDYING CAN BE fun if it’s done in the right manner. Anita Henson, Sue Wolfe, Jackie Chabot, Pat Roche, and Carol Evans demonstrate an ideal situation. However, they admitted afterwards that little work was really accomplished, and diets were shot.
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PAT HINT practices storytelling on her sorority sisters, l-r., Jane Donahue, Carole Borchert, Joan Sudolnik, Lynne Loushine, and Maureen Ahern. Note the knitters. Practical coeds are seen at almost every campus gathering “knitting one and purling two.”
DZ's win national award

The DZ's displayed real originality when they donned costumes this year for Campus Day songfest, scoring a first in KSU's history. Placing second, the Gamma Kappa women wore "seven dwarfs" outfits to set the mood for their song, "Snow White Fantasy."

The DZ's were also the proud recipients of the Gertrude Houk Farris award at their national convention. Awarded on the basis of outstanding citizenship in the campus and community, it is one of the highest awards any DZ chapter can receive. The activity-minded DZ's held offices in many organizations and last year boasted the outstanding sophomore woman.
A FRECKA and Kathy Capan, l.-r., add finishing touches to the regular Saturday morning cleaning by polishing already shining trophies. Cooperation and plenty of hard work and ingenuity brought several new trophies to the Gamma Phi's mantel last year.
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Gamma Phi's get awards

"Hooping it up" for Greek week, the Gamma Phi's "hula-ed" their way to success this year by taking first place awards in the hula hoop and Greek leap contests. The Hawaiian wiggle and their hand-made leis also aided them in placing first for the sixth consecutive year at Penny Carnival. The Beta Zeta chapter was the recipient of the All Sports trophy and captured the first place trophy at Rowboat Regatta.

The Gamma Phi's add to the spring quarter fun each year by co-sponsoring with Sigma Phi Epsilon the May Day relays, held on the Sig Ep lawn.

A NEW FAD which hit the U. S. and Kent's campus as well is the hula hoop. Chris Forsman gives a lesson to Loreen Haas.

WHILING AWAY an evening at the bridge table are l-r., Lila Frecka, Joan Spangler, and Charlotte Croson. Although it is admittedly time consuming, bridge has become a necessary part of campus life. More and more, fellows are joining the playing ranks.
Tina hides from AEPi’s

A runaway horse, Tina, belonging to the AEPi’s and finally found grazing on the Health Center lawn was one of the more humorous campus incidents last year. The AEPi’s took the experience in their stride, however, as they did the additional disaster of having their Campus Day float fall apart at the starting line.

A more pleasant side of the fraternity’s life can be found in the fact that the house was completely redecorated over the summer vacation.

AEPi activities include an annual spring formal, a Winter weekend following Top Hop, a “Gay Paree” party, and a Wild West party.
CAMERA BUGS or studious collegians? L.-r., Joe Meyers, Jerry Spilman, Roger Suddleson, Ted Goldman, and Dick Meyers suggest contrasting study habits. When it comes to studying, spring fever can catch anyone—even when the thermometer indicates 11 below zero.
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ATO athletes rank high

Be the competition athletic, scholastic, or social the ATO's are sure to be heard from. Last year the brothers took first place in basketball, bowling, and swimming intramurals. Among all national fraternities ATO ranked first in scholarship. Locally they placed first in Songfest and received a second place trophy in Campus Day float competition.

Rounding out the ATO activities schedule are a winter formal and the White Tea Rose ball.

The fraternity is also represented in numerous University organizations.
"MOM SHOULD see me now," could well be the quip of the vacuum operator as he cleans under the feet of his relaxed brothers.

1-4. Bob Neat and Keith Bevan. The Collegiate house, which was redecorated last year, is located at 132 South Lincoln street.
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'Yes, we are Collegiates'

The Collegiates hold the distinction of being the University's only local independent fraternity.

The brothers have held their own against the national fraternities in numerous competitions. The football and bowling trophies are two of the awards the Collegiates have captured.

A high scholastic average has been earned regularly by the brothers.

A busy social calendar is highlighted by an annual spring formal and is supplemented by numerous parties and exchange dinners with various sororities. The members support University activities.

INTERMISSION At the Collegiates finds, l.-r., Jack Keating, Sam Morris, and Nick Filsinger listening to mellow sounds.

PERENNIAL CHAMPIONS of the quartet singing contest for three of the last four years, the Collegiates know full well that practice makes perfect. L.-r., Chuck Peterson, Russ Mundock, Dean Bolton, and Gene Dart select a new song and begin harmonizing.
Business, pleasure mix

A variety of parties, dances, and formals have been mixed into the more serious business of fraternity development as the Delta Sigs fulfill their dual role of a professional and social organization.

Delta Sig members are taken from the ranks of the commerce and business schools. Professional activities of the fraternity include field trips to mercantile and industrial firms.

The brothers provide the University with a Gold Scholarship key which is awarded to the senior who ranks highest in scholarship upon graduation.
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Boola, boola Delta Tau

KSU's closest approximation to the fraternities of the Eastern Ivy League schools are the Delts. The brothers take pride in the reputation they have earned as sophisticated collegiates.

Last year the Delts copped the first place trophies for Homecoming and Penny Carnival competitions in the fraternity division.

The fraternity boasts a busy social calendar, highlighted by an annual egg hunt for the children of Kent. The schedule is rounded out by numerous house parties, hayrides, stags, and firesides.
‘Open Sesame’ cry DU’s

Secret passwords are passe at the DU house. Delta Upsilon is the only non-secret fraternity in existence. It is one of the five oldest college fraternities in the United States.

Strong in athletics, the DU’s were last year’s University Intramurals champions and are represented on all of KSU’s athletic teams.

Highlighting the DU social calendar is the annual Pumpkin prom.

The fraternity was among the first to establish on campus a “Help Week” for its pledges.
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"Let’s Go Epsilon Rho,” Kappa Sig’s publication netted the local chapter first place in a contest sponsored by its national.

Upon completion of New Student week the fraternity sponsors a Frosh hop to help break the ice for KSU’s newest citizens.

Since its establishment on the campus in 1950, Kappa Sigma has ranked high both locally and nationally in scholastic achievement.

Each year a winter and spring formal, date parties, the Sweetheart formal, theme parties, and banquets fill the Kappa Sig social calendar.
Phi Delt's have wild year

The Phi Delt Campus Day float winner, "The Joker Was Wild," certainly was wild, and so was She Delt week. The week is an annual event in which the fraternity directs female pledges through "Help Week" exercises. For additional social activity, the Ohio Lambda chapter each year tests the prowess of the Olympians at Rowboat Regatta with a tug-o-war.

Phi Delt pledges, or phikeias, annually sponsor the Little All-Greek, a welcome change from the toils of the neophyte for the pledges of all Greek organizations on campus. As a service project the brothers provide scholarships for deaf children.

BOB GOLDEN supplies the face and Paul McMurray the feet to portray a Russian midget at one of Phi Delta Theta's smokers.
Phi Tau’s rocket KSU

In keeping with this modern age, "Rockets to the Moon," the Phi Tau’s Homecoming display, brought a second place trophy home.

The brothers have won trophies at Rowboat Regatta, Campus Day, Homecoming, and Chariot races.

But scholarship has not been neglected because of a busy activities schedule, as evidenced by an award from the Phi Tau national for continued excellence in the scholastic field.

In the social field, the Phi Tau’s hold a Founders Day banquet, Sweetheart formal, and a picnic with the Akron Phi Tau chapter.
DAVE PRIOR, Ed Sulck, and Joe Whitbeck, l-r., gaze at the assortment of awards which the Phi Kappa Tau's have added to their trophy case this past year. For three consecutive years, the Kent chapter has received outstanding trophies from their national...
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Phi Kap’s have own lake

Sweaters and socks are the rage when the Phi Kap’s hold their annual Sweater hop. KSU’s youngest national fraternity, Phi Kappa Theta, came into being when Theta Kappa Phi merged with Phi Kappa last year.

The Phi Kap’s sport an active social program which includes the Gold Cup and Sweetheart formals, house parties, and sorority get-togethers. A three and a half acre lake and picnic grounds on their land afford the brothers facilities for many outdoor parties.

Represented in numerous campus activities, the Phi Kap’s have won athletic awards, the beard-growing contest, and the Manchester cup.
CHRIS MODICA, Al Lukash, and Carl Spitàle, l-r., look at the tangible proof which shows that the Phi Kaps’ participation in competitive campus events is highly rewarding. The brothers of Phi Kappa Theta are closely allied with the campus Newman club.
When reading textbooks becomes tiresome, students relax by reading novels and magazines. Would it be as enjoyable if the latter were assignments?
Phi Sig’s ‘Let It Snow’

When the snow begins to fall, it’s a pretty sure bet that the Phi Sig’s all university “Snowball” dance isn’t far off. A spring formal and house parties round out the busy Phi Sig social program. Social functions with the Akron university Phi Sig chapter are frequently held.

The fraternity’s life is constructed around its three cardinal principles of brotherhood, scholarship, and character.

Scholarship is also stressed, with the brothers competing with fraternities here at Kent as well as other members of its national.

RATIONING OUT the milk supply to L.t., Dan Warmke and George Kuebler is Phi Sig’s steward, Dennis Schleich, center.

THE STUDENT’S best friend during late studying hours is the coffee urn filled with that hot, black liquid. Al Simon, George Kuebler, and Dennis Schleich congregate to get some coffee, which they hope will help them in their fight against the sleep bug.
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Leo roars, SAE's score

An unofficial service project of the SAE's might be the encouragement of the budding artists on campus, judging from the looks of Leo, the fraternity symbol. Ever since Leo and his twin have been on display, most of the campus artists seem to have tried their hand at redecorating them.

The brothers recently won trophies in songfest, Campus Day, and Homecoming decorations. They are also prominent in student government, publications, and athletics. Their social program includes the Ohio Lambda ball, a Minerva party, and the spring formal.
Sigma Nu staffs varsity

"Hi rickety hoop-de-do, what's the matter with Sigma Nu?" Nothing's the matter with Sigma Nu, as the rosters of varsity athletic teams will indicate. This year twelve of the Sigma Nu brothers are participating in the varsity athletic program.

However, scholarship and socializing take no back seat in the fraternity. The most recent Sigma Nu trophies include those from May Day relays, Gladiator games, and Soap Box derby. Highlighting the fraternity social season are the White Rose formal and the Christmas party. Various date parties help to round out the social calendar.
'You Gotta Have Heart'

The Sig Eps, "Playboys on the Hill," have a busy social program, but also encourage scholarship and are active in campus competitions.

Last year the "Wearers of the Heart" won Rowboat Regatta, placed second in the Campus Day float competition, third in Songfest, and first, second, and third in the annual Greek Week Olympic games.

Sig Ep social events include the Roaring 20's party, Playboy party, the spring formal, an annual Christmas party for underprivileged children, and co-sponsorship of the annual May Day relays. The brothers participate in many campus activities.

"ALL THAT glitters is not gold," warn John Farrington, Dave Peterson, and Bob Baird, l-r., who are on kitchen duty.

GEORGE MCFARLAND and Rich Remias, l-r., watch as Gary Freihube points out the extensive growth of Sigma Phi Epsilon as indicated by the fraternity's chapter map. The Kent chapter is but one of ten which have been established in various parts of Ohio.
Ox's say—What, us worry!

When monsters and ghouls roam the campus, everyone knows that the Theta Chi's are holding their annual Monster party. Winter and spring formals and numerous date parties round out their social calendar.

Not exclusively social, however, the brothers are also known on campus for their scholastic achievements, last year topping all other fraternities with their scholarship record.

Last year the Theta Chi's also copped first place in Pork Barrel and third in Homecoming decorations. Their members may be found in many campus activities such as IFC, MSA, Golden K, and the Stater.
Service aim of A Phi A

Alpha Phi Alpha has just completed its first year on the Kent campus. The Epsilon Delta chapter has as its prime goal the social companionship and intellectual growth of its members through a program of mutual helpfulness and service.

The fraternity sponsors many activities and projects that were begun under its forerunner, the Sphinx club. Members participate in various university activities, such as Blue Key, Student Council, IFC, and UCF, to mention a few. The group also participates in various campus competitions and activities.
Kappa Alpha ‘Guide Right’

A “Guide Right” program and scholastic achievement are two objectives of the Kappa Alpha Psi’s.

The brothers, in following their motto of achievement, have participated in intramural sports, Penny Carnival, and Campus Day. Several members of the varsity football, baseball, cross-country, and track teams are among the Kappa Alpha Psi ranks.

The Kappa Alpha Psi social program is rounded out by an annual formal and various date parties. A Halloween party is held each fall to welcome newcomers to the KSU campus.
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To many University students sports are a common bond, uniting them in a rallying cause known as school spirit. Because of this, they speak of Kent State university and the athletic teams which represent the school.

School spirit may be measured by some according to the caliber of opponents or the type of ball played by the Flashes in their intercollegiate endeavors. Mainly it is registered by the student body's interest and enthusiastic support.

Kent State university is well represented by varsity teams in football, golf, cross-country, track, tennis, baseball, basketball, rifle, wrestling, and swimming. The intramural program enables all students, whether independents or members of the various organizations on campus, to enter athletic competition.

The concern lies not with the so-called emphasis or de-emphasis of collegiate athletics, but it is patterned around the acceptance of sports as they were intended to be—a needed part of our school life which helps in one more way to assure the well-rounded education students desire.
COACH DON MCCAFFERTY rides the blocking sled as Flash linemen work to improve their skills for Saturday's foe.

Rees—Ohio man of year

Kent State's Trevor Rees was named 1958's Ohio football "Coach of the Year." Fellow pilots chose Rees, the dean of Mid-American conference coaches, for bringing Kent from the cellar to second place in the seven-team conference. Rees guided a team dominated by sophomore talent to a 7-2 record, reversing the '57 slate of 3-6 by capitalizing on the spirit of the young blood and the leadership of the more experienced players. Spirited sophomores broke into starting line-ups pushing the older members of Kent's squad into top form.

The former Ohio State All-American end coached at East Cleveland Shaw high school and assisted Paul Brown at his alma mater prior to taking the reins of Kent's Golden Flashes.

Describing his '58 charges, Rees said that they were a more interesting football team than his '53 and '54 power machines. During the meritorious season, Coach Rees found extra pleasure in defeating Ohio U since both teams were piloted by Ohio State products. The team knew Rees wanted the game. After a hard-fought ground battle the Memorial stadium scoreboard showed Kent 11 and Ohio U 6.

BRAINTRUST BEHIND the tremendous reversal in form made by the Kent Golden Flashes consisted of, l-r., Dick Paskert, Don McCafferty, Head Coach Trevor Rees, Frank Smouse, and Rick Forzano who guided Kent's team to a won seven and lost two record.
JOHN HENRY Martin, 33, Kent fullback, "bulls" his way to another Flash first down as the Rees men grind out their win over Ohio U.

FLASH END Fred Rothfuss grimaces with pain as he is helped from the field by, l.-r., Dan McCombs and Trainer Otho Davis.

DISPLAYING CONCERN for one of Kent's plays, Coach Trevor Rees, Ohio's "Coach of the Year," consults an aide via telephone.
Flashes prove team of desire, finish 2nd in MAC

In compiling a 7-2 season's record, Kent State's Golden Flashes rebounded from the bottom of the MAC's previous year standings to second place in 1958.

Students and fans saw a varied type of football, consisting of hard running and timely passing. Coach Trevor Rees found the sophomore-studded edition of the Flashes a team that wanted to win, and one that held the fans' constant interest.

Xavier of Ohio was Kent's first foe, and it took a 49-yard pass from Dick Mostardo to Dick Mihalus in the last 50 seconds of play to gain a 6-0 victory. In their outing at Baldwin-Wallace, the Flashes defeated their host with a score of 29-14.

KSU opened the home schedule against Ohio U. Both teams were undefeated in two games, but the Flashes' power attack proved the stronger in a 14-6 contest played almost strictly on the ground.

Miami of Ohio was the only MAC stumbling block for the Flashes. The Redskins dropped Kent 35-0 to maintain a perfect slate over KSU.

All-MAC quarterback, Dick Mostardo, made use of the Marshall game to set an Ohio individual total offense record by running and passing for 321 yards and leading the team to a 21-0 win. The next week Mostardo again starred in a 76-yard pass play to Dick Mihalus to drop Bowling Green 8-7.

Toledo was a Homecoming victim, 32-0, at Memorial stadium as the Flashes gave alumni one of the best offensive shows of the season. ROTC day produced a 32-6 victory against Western Michigan on a rain-soaked field. Riding a three-game winning streak, Kent's Golden Flashes traveled to Louisville. The Kentuckians, upset the two previous years by the Flashes, surprised Kent with a 21-0 victory.

Much of Kent's success was attributed to its massive line led by Mario Pisaneli, Jerry King, Richard Barber, Joe Chapon, Bob Hall, and Frank Mancini, plus backfield men like John Henry Martin, Alvia Jackson, Dick Mihalus, Richard Mostardo, Martin Grosjean, and Terry McCorry.

**SEASON'S RECORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KSU</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Xavier</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Baldwin Wallace</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Western Michigan</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL-MAC QUARTERBACK Dick Mostardo breaks away from Toledo tacklers for short yardage in the Homecoming game before 10,000 spectators. Spinning out a Rocket's grasp is Mostardo, 22. He reverses his field and advances aided by a block by Martin Grosjean, 12, Kent's right halfback. Finally, Mostardo is tripped by a Toledo defender after he has gained a first down in a one-sided, 32-0, gridiron slaughter.
RAINS OF the Western Michigan game did not dissuade the enthusiasm of Kent's cheerleaders who led a loyal throng.

TACKLE DON NICKELL expresses great concern for the fate of his Flash teammates while he takes a break on the sidelines.

A SUNNY DAY brings out an engrossed group of fans to observe one of the Flash's four home victories at Kent State's Memorial Stadium. Two of the male cheerleaders demonstrate for the fans that they appreciate the team's efforts on the football field.
Passes, magic wand, and bench lead to 7-2 slate

TREVOR REES, signaling a play in the heat of a game, directs his band of Kent gridders to a winning tune against the rival hordes.

DON YILLERS, 85, Kent State end is quickly pulled out of the play as a Mostardo aerial passes overhead.

EXCITEMENT MOUNTS as Mostardo seeks a receiver during his record setting 324-yard performance against Marshall. Trevor Rees joins Alvia Jackson, 10, John Theoharis, 20, and fullback Terry McCorry, 32, in watching the fast-moving gridiron action.

TREVOR REES, signaling a play in the heat of a game, directs his band of Kent gridders to a winning tune against the rival hordes.

DON YILLERS, 85, Kent State end is quickly pulled out of the play as a Mostardo aerial passes overhead.

EXCITEMENT MOUNTS as Mostardo seeks a receiver during his record setting 324-yard performance against Marshall. Trevor Rees joins Alvia Jackson, 10, John Theoharis, 20, and fullback Terry McCorry, 32, in watching the fast-moving gridiron action.
1959 Flashes tabbed as team to beat in MAC race

The football fortune for the coming season should be bright. With a young aggressive squad returning in the fall, Kent should be considered as the team to beat for the MAC crown.

The Flashes must replace outstanding seniors like Co-Captain Mario Pisanielli, Alvia Jackson, and Dick Mihalus. However, holdovers like Joseph Chapon, Ted Zindren, Richard Barber, Bob Hall, Martin Grosjean, and All-MAC quarterback Dick Mostardo should form the nucleus of a powerful 1959 squad.

Next year’s team will be captained by Jerry King and Fred Rothfuss, regular performers during 1958. If the Flashes’ past performance is any indication of next year’s season, fans will see what they want.

The Flashes will be playing only eight games next fall, unless the empty Xavier date is filled.
ROBERT SHOWALTER, team captain, demonstrates form as he grabs a rebound. Showalter, a senior, hails from Akron, Ohio.
Kent wins 11, drops 13; finishes third in MAC

The most successful basketball season in recent years boosted the Flashes to a third place finish in the Mid-American conference, and a 11-13 overall record.

There were many exciting events provided by the 1959 edition of the Flashes. Included are the Miami win, Bob Showalter’s rebounding record, the blanketing of Toledo, winning of the California Winter classic, and the 105 points scored against Western Michigan. Another first was the win over Ohio’s Bobcats, the first in 11 outings against Ohio U by a Kent Club.

The season began and ended with an overtime game, proof of the tightness of most of the Flashes’ games.

Kent’s six wins were the most ever registered by a KSU team in the Conference history. With four starters and a capable bench returning, fortunes look bright for Coach Bill Bertka and Kent’s Golden Flashes.
Flashes scalp Redskins

The shining star in Coach Bertka's eyes came in the season finale against Miami's Redskins. Knocked out of their title aspirations by this same Miami team in an earlier game, the Flashes were only stepping stones in Miami's drive for the Conference crown.

Miami opened like they meant to wrap up the title in Memorial gymnasium, as they shot off to an early eight-point halftime lead.

With the opening whistle of the second half the Kent club looked like world beaters. A quick burst of eight by "Skeeter" Wallace reduced the lead to two points. The rest of the game saw the teams no more than three points apart and a Miami last second shot rimmed the basket and fell away, leaving a tie at 62-62.

The Redskins jumped into an early lead in the overtime, but the Flashes weren't to be denied. Charley Boykin and "Skeeter" Wallace led the counterbarrage which found Kent on top, 69-65, at the final buzzer. Miami never recovered from the defeat and lost the crown.

MIAMI'S ED WINGARD hasn't enough elbows to prevent the tap in by "Skeeter" Wallace as KSU's Bayer and Showalter help out.
ALL-MAC star "Skeeter" Wallace lets loose with a field goal as the Flashes outrun the 'Skins to finish third in the MAC.

LINED UP FOR an out of bounds play the Flashes start to work their offensive patterns as they await the throw-in.

COACH BILL BERTEKA gets a free ride to the dressing room following the Flashes stunning 69-65 overtime win over the Miami Redskins. This was an abrupt turnaround for the team as they had been defeated two weeks earlier at Oxford, 64-46.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KSU</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Baldwin-Wallace</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Niagara</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>California Polytechnic</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Peppermint</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Ohio University</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Ohio University</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Western Michigan</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>John Carroll</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Western Michigan</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MIAMI'S ED WINGARD loses control of the ball with 47 seconds of play left in the first half; Miami ahead, 28-25.
KSU Golden Flashes keep fans excited, cheering

MIXED EMOTIONS were quite evident as the overtime period of the Kent State-Miami game progressed. Lucy Oechl fist-clenched her approval as the Flashes force the overtime. Mailene Johnston pouts at early 'Skin lead, but both girls approve the finish.

KENT STATE'S cheerleaders are, l-r, Jill Loveland, Margaret Bastard, Madeline Covey, Dave Prok, Muriel Weiss, and Connie Anstrom. The group provides backing for the football and basketball teams by appearing at many games to lead the crowd in cheers.
Frosh have winning season; Sweeneys end streak

Playing the roughest schedule in Kent freshman history, the charges of Coach Rick Forzano posted a 9-5 seasonal record. Their streak ended at 16 wins.

The losses were inflicted by the Cleveland Sweeneys, a semi-pro club; Cincinnati frosh, touted as one of the greatest teams in America; Toledo's frosh; and two by the Bowling Green yearlings.

The frosh attack was led by Paul Walker and Chester Thomas. Rebounding was capably taken care of by Bob Carbaugh, while the floor generalship revolved between Harry Kalbaugh and Frank Turley. The firemen of this club were Tom Simmons and Harvey Hunt.

Some "big" wins were over Pittsburgh, Bliss college, and the Tramonte team which is from the Akron Industrial league.

Other wins were over Toledo, Lockbourne Air Force base, Baldwin-Wallace JV's, John Carroll, and two over the Marshall frosh. Coach Forzano has promised that his boys will push for varsity positions.

HARVEY HUNT tries in vain to block the driving layup of varsity guard Jerry McGinty. The varsity team won out over frosh.
Rifle team keeps record

Posting a spotless record of ten wins and no losses, the Flash rifle team captured their second Lake Erie Conference championship in three years. The perfect record was the first ever gained in the Lake Erie conference since its birth in 1951.

George Naswadi led the rifle squad with an average of 282.11 points per match followed closely by Eugene Brown with 282.10. William Gebhart placed third with 247.7; John Hardman and Jim Miller tied at 273.3; and Louis Boros and Jack McClellan fired 272 and 263.2, respectively. The team averaged 1387.3 per match.

Season's Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KSU</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1371</td>
<td>Case</td>
<td>1356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>Gannon</td>
<td>1322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1384</td>
<td>John Carroll</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1388</td>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>1330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1416</td>
<td>Gannon</td>
<td>1322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1389</td>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>1329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1380</td>
<td>John Carroll</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>Case</td>
<td>1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1394</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENT STATE'S rifle team fired to their second Lake Erie Conference title in three years. Squad members are, l-r., Row 1: Eugene Brown, George Naswadi, Jack McClellan, Bill Gebhart. Row 2: Coach Charles Cuska, John Hardman, Lou Boros, Jim Miller.
Begalamen win 8, lose 1; finish second in MAC

Kent State's wrestlers compiled another outstanding season winning eight and dropping only one. The loss was the first in three seasons and ended Kent State's 26-match victory streak.

Coach Joe Begala, the nation's winningest active coach, saw his charges lose the season finale to the Bowling Green Falcons, 16-12, then bow to the same Falcons in the MAC championship a week later.

Tri-captains, Frank Fiore, Ken Koenig, and Clarence McNair finished their combined careers with 77 wins, two defeats and a draw. Fiore and Koenig won their divisional titles, while McNair was beaten on a referee's decision. Sophomore Bob Hall won the MAC heavyweight crown, giving the Flashes three championships.

Kent wins were scored over West Virginia, Miami, Western Michigan, Ohio U., Marshall, Case, Western Reserve, and Baldwin-Wallace.

KENT HEAVYWEIGHT Dick Tuxill is locked with Joe Galat, Miami grappler, in a special match arranged for exhibition purposes.
FRANK FIORE, Kent's undefeated 177-pounder has his Miami university opponent started toward a decisive pin.

KEN KOENIG covers his helpless foe as he works on one of his 25 victories against only one defeat and a draw during his varsity career at Kent. Frank Fiore and Clarence McNair joined him in being tri-captains of the 1959 edition of the wrestling Flashes.
Baseball team wins 12, places two on All-MAC team

Sparked by the hitting of Dick Rollins, .378, and Dale Reichert, .306, and the pitching of Marty Kane and Nobby Lewandowski, the Kent State baseball team came out victorious in 12 out of 22 contests.

The record doesn’t tell the whole story as many of the defeats could have easily gone the other way if it hadn’t been for late inning errors.

Rollins and Bob Simon were named on the first team All-MAC and Rollins was placed on the third team All-District—the first in Kent’s history to make such a showing. The district team includes players from the “Big Ten” and leading independents like Notre Dame.

One of the highlights of the season was an indoor game at Ohio State. Kent won the game, but it didn’t count as a regular season contest.

Coach Matt Resick had 13 sophomores on his 19-man varsity and should have an even stronger team this year. Missing from the Kent attack will be Dale Reichert and Gene Michael, who signed for bonuses totaling $49,000. Reichert is with the Los Angeles Dodgers and Michael the Pittsburgh Pirates.

Coach Dick Paskert’s freshman ball club posted an 8-3 season record. Jay Williams was the leading hitter with a .375 average.

The varsity Flashes hit .247 as a team, while the pitching staff compiled a 3.19 earned run average.
COACH MATT RESICK still can't resist the old urge every spring.

MARTY KANE STARTS the game against Western Michigan's champion Broncos. The Flashes forced the team to the limit before dropping two games by scores of 3-2 and 6-2.

Season's Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KSU</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Western Reserve</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Ashland</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Western Reserve</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Allegheny</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Western Michigan</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Western Michigan</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ohio University</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ohio University</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Akron</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENT'S DICK ROLLINS is tagged out as he attempts to score on a close play at home plate. Kent retires to the field.
Flash netters post 10-2 mark; Fuller has 11-1 record

Kent state tennis squad accumulated a record of ten wins and only two defeats as they more than reversed last season's 5-8 mark.

Coach Karl Chesnutt's netters were led by Blanford Fuller who had a record of 11-1 in singles' competition. Bill Isenberg, winning nine of eleven matches, followed Fuller in one of Kent's finest campaigns.

Pete Panis and Bill Semanco finished the season with even marks, eight wins and four setbacks. Vernon Kauffman, another regular, won seven and lost five. With top players graduating, Coach Chesnutt will have to rebuild his team.

In the Mid-American Conference tournament the Kent Flashes finished in sixth position with two points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KSU</th>
<th>Season's Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fenn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Kenyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Oberlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hiram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ohio University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>John Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Youngstown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opponent: 2, 5, 2, 6, 2, 4, 4, 0, 2, 4, 0, 3
Despite a poor season, the swimmers broke two KSC pool records.

Caught with a thin reserve notice, Coach Bill Hoover - Kent tankers won four and lost eight during the dual meet season including their MAC opponents.

The Flashes were led by captain-elect George "Skip" Braden. Bill Kantor, Chuck Kilbourne, and the 400-yard medley relay team whose members all set records.

Bill Hoover's swimmers garnered many first place awards during the campaign, but a lack of depth was the cause of their defeat.

Kantor lowered the pool record for the 200-yard backstroke event, and "Skip" Braden did likewise in the butterfly event at 200 yards.

The relay team, composed of Kantor, Braden, Dijkstra, and Kilbourne also splashed their way to new Kent State pool records.

Diver Jim Barnard, whom Hoover said is the self-made type of diver, completed his senior year with one of the biggest improvements on the squad. Barnard was consistently among the top three divers in all of the Kent State University meets.

The future looks good for the mermen, as some good freshman prospects and a returning nucleus from this year's varsity could produce a winner.

Kent hosted this year's MAC swimming championships, which saw Bowling Green come out on top. Kent finished in fifth place with 41 points.
PRACTICE IMPROVES STARTS is the theme as Henry Woodard, Dick Mihalus, and Larry Colucci, l-r., perfect their take off. These three, along with the rest of Kent State's 1958 cindermen, helped boost the record and high scoring totals of the school.

CLARENCE MCNAIR completes his approach on the runway as he plants the pole, straining every muscle to clear the bar.

CAPTAIN JERRY MARTIN leads the field around the turn in the mile event with KSU's record holder, Andy Bajscia, out for the lead.
Track, Cross-Country teams set new records

Flash cindermen posted their best record since 1953 in dual meets and their top showing in the MAC. Dick Schwarz, Larry Colucci, Andy Bajsca, Tom Maurer, and Henry Woodard contributed to KSU's high scoring totals.

Under the guidance of Coach Jay Fischer, seven Kent State records fell. Bajsca lowered the times for the 880, the mile, and two-mile runs. New records were set in the 100 and 220-yard dashes by Woodard and Richard Milhalus. The running broad jump distance and the 880 yard relay time also fell.

The cross-country team posted a slate of three wins, four losses, and a tie. Maurer ran the home course of four miles in 21:27.8 for a new mark. The Flashes placed second and fourth in the All-Ohio and MAC meets.
Advertising as a means of promotion has been extremely important to the world of business. It is a direct means of communication to the consumer. In this modern day businessmen would be handicapped without this valuable tool.

Here at Kent, while advertising is not a huge production, the merchants have found that the good will which is spread is worth as much and sometimes more than the actual customer buying dollar.

Kent merchants through the years have been accommodating to the University students. Through this spirit, a fine relationship will progress as does the Kent State campus.

Both businessmen and students are provided with the necessities of life. The varied business district of Kent provides goods to take the place of what was acquired by the student in his hometown. And during the school year merchants' sales are increased.

Now the staff would like to thank all the many students and local merchants who through their transactions helped make the 1959 Chestnut Burr a reality.
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Many helped publish the Burr

As I think over all the elements that entered into the publication of the 1959 Chestnut Burr, my first reaction is to say thanks to all those people who were of assistance.

The inexperience of the staff was complemented by their willingness and work. Each sub-editor and member of the staff has truly contributed much to the 1959 Chestnut Burr. The staffers took my practically impossible assignments and made them possible. To all of you—Thanks.

To the Burr advisor, Mr. Edward Cliney, I am particularly grateful—not only for the time and advice which he gave to the Burr staff, but for making my editorship a truly learning experience.

All the companies with which we dealt were more than cooperative. Without their extra efforts, publishing the book would have been a much harder job.

Of course, thanks to all the students of Kent State. Without your pictures, there would be no Chestnut Burr.

It is my sincere hope that the students will enjoy the 1959 Chestnut Burr, not only now but many years in the future. We hope to have accomplished our purpose—supplying you with a record of the 1958-59 school year at Kent State university.

To Lou Mazzatenta, my associate editor and editor of the Semi-centennial yearbook, I extend best wishes for a wonderful year and resulting Chestnut Burr. Lou, you have evidenced your creativeness as a photographer, and I have no doubts that you will produce one of the finest Chestnut Burrs ever. Good luck to you and your staff.